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Computing the Inversion-Indel Distance
Eyla Willing, Jens Stoye and Marı´lia D. V. Braga
✦
Abstract—The inversion distance, that is the distance between two
unichromosomal genomes with the same content allowing only inver-
sions of DNA segments, can be exactly computed thanks to a pio-
neering approach of Hannenhalli and Pevzner from 1995. In 2000, El-
Mabrouk extended the inversion model to perform the comparison of
unichromosomal genomes with unequal contents, combining inversions
with insertions and deletions (indels) of DNA segments, giving rise to
the inversion-indel distance. However, only a heuristic was provided for
its computation. In 2005, Yancopoulos, Attie and Friedberg started a
new branch of research by introducing the generic double cut and join
(DCJ) operation, that can represent several genome rearrangements
(including inversions). In 2006, Bergeron, Mixtacki and Stoye showed
that the DCJ distance can be computed in linear time with a very
simple procedure. As a consequence, in 2010 we gave a linear-time
algorithm to compute the DCJ-indel distance. This result allowed the
inversion-indel model to be revisited from another angle. In 2013, we
could show that, when the diagram that represents the relation between
the two compared genomes has no bad components, the inversion-
indel distance is equal to the DCJ-indel distance. In the present work
we complete the study of the inversion-indel distance by giving the first
algorithm to compute it exactly even in the presence of bad components.
Index Terms—Computational biology, genome rearrangements, ge-
nomic distance, inversions, reversals, insertions, deletions, indels.
1 Introduction
Genome rearrangement is a branch of comparative ge-
nomics that analyses the arrangement of two or more
genomes on an abstract level, in which a genome is rep-
resented as one (unichromosomal) or more (multichro-
mosomal) ordered sequences of oriented DNA fragments
(markers). The structural rearrangements of chromosomal
segments, such as inversions, translocations and transpo-
sitions, besides fusions and fissions of chromosomes, can
change the location (with respect to the chromosome),
the order and the orientation of markers. A natural
measure of comparison is then the distance, that counts
the minimum number of rearrangements required to
transform one given genome into another one.
One of the first proposed models aimed to compare
unichromosomal genomes (e.g. of bacteria), considering
only inversions of contiguous markers. Hannenhalli and
Pevzner [1] devised a polynomial time algorithm to com-
pute the inversion distance when each marker occurs
exactly once in each genome, based on a diagram that
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represents the relation between the two given genomes
and is composed of cycles only. While for most of the
instances based on real data the inversion distance can
be obtained by simply counting the number of cycles
in this diagram, the complete analysis of the problem
requires the computation of other parameters – called
bad components – that can be derived from the relational
diagram by a procedure that is considerably technical.
The inversion model was then extended to a multi-
chromosomal model including, besides inversions, also
fusions and fissions of chromosomes, and translocations,
still allowing, with a technically even more complex
procedure, the exact computation of the distance in
polynomial time when each marker occurs exactly once
in each genome [2].
A relaxation on the genome content allows markers
that occur in one genome but not in the other, and vice-
versa. A marker of this type can be added to or removed
from a genome by content-modifying operations called
insertions and deletions (indels collectively). Combining
structural rearrangements and indels is non-trivial if
contiguous markers can be inserted or deleted in a single
event. Almost 20 years ago, El-Mabrouk [3] studied
the inversion model with this relaxation to include in-
dels. However, specially due to its technical complexity,
the author could give only a heuristic to compute the
inversion-indel distance.
The field of genome rearrangement received a new
boost when Yancopoulos, Attie and Friedberg [4] pre-
sented a generic model, based on the double cut-and-join
(DCJ) operation, that allows inversions, translocations,
fissions and fusions, and also excisions and integrations
of circular chromosomes. It was shown that the DCJ
distance can be computed with the help of a surpris-
ingly simple, linear time procedure when each maker
occurs exactly once in each genome [5]. The relaxation
of the genomes to include indels, besides DCJ opera-
tions, increased the technical aspects of the model, but
immediately resulted in a linear time exact algorithm to
compute the DCJ-indel distance [6], [7].
The potential of using the DCJ model to revisit the
inversion model in a more efficient way was first demon-
strated in [8]. More recently, the DCJ-indel model was
used to give the first exact algorithm to compute the
inversion-indel distance in the absence of bad compo-
nents [9]. In the present work, we complete the study
of the inversion-indel model by giving a quadratic time
2algorithm to exactly compute the respective distance
even in the presence of bad components. Observe that,
since inversions are intrachromosomal rearrangements,
the inversion-indel model is restricted to unichromoso-
mal genomes. Our approach is developed considering
circular chromosomes, but can be easily generalized to
linear chromosomes1.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
show how the relational diagram, with its good and
bad components, allows the study of the inversion-indel
model and gives a lower bound to the inversion-indel
distance. In Section 3 we introduce the tagged component
tree, a structure that helps us to handle bad components.
In Section 4 we present our main results, effectively
showing how to use the tagged component tree to com-
pute the inversion-indel distance. This requires a lengthy,
but finite analysis of cases of bad component cutting and
merging. In our approach we first safely reduce the tagged
component tree to a residual tree with 2 to 10 leaves.
Then we enumerate the optimal covers of all possible
residual trees. Each possible residual tree corresponds to
a topology with a certain leaf composition. Our enumera-
tion includes 56 leaf compositions, each one corresponding
to an average of 3 topologies. We present some key
examples of the case analysis, explaining the properties
that need to be considered. The full enumeration is then
given in the appendix. Section 5 concludes with a short
summary.
2 Preliminaries
Each marker in a chromosome is an oriented DNA
fragment. The representation of a marker g in a chro-
mosome α can be the symbol g, if it is read in direct
orientation in α, or the symbol g¯, if it is read in reverse
orientation. In the present work, duplicated markers are
not allowed. We represent a circular chromosome α by
a string s, obtained by the concatenation of all symbols
in α, read in any of the two directions (since α is circular,
we can start to read it at any marker).
Given two circular chromosomes α and β, possibly
with unequal contents, let G, A and B be three disjoint
sets, such that G is the set of common markers that occur
once in α and once in β, A is the set of markers that
occur only in α, and B is the set of markers that occur
only in β. The markers in sets A and B are also called
unique markers. For example, if we have α “ pabx¯c¯ydq
and β “ pasbuvcdq, then G “ ta, b, c, du, A “ tx, yu
and B “ ts, u, vu.
2.1 The inversion-indel model
An inversion is the operation that cuts a circular chro-
mosome at two different positions, creating two linear
1. Linear chromosomes can be artificially “circularized” by the well
known technique of capping its two extremities. Fixing the capping
of one chromosome, there are only two possible ways of capping the
other chromosome. The choice that gives the smaller inversion-indel
distance gives the overall result.
segments with four open ends, and joins these open
ends such that in the new circular chromosome the
relative orientation of the linear segments is inverted.
Consider, for example, an inversion applied to chromo-
some α “ pabx¯c¯ydq, that cuts before and after x¯c¯, creating
the segments ‚ydab‚ and ‚x¯c¯‚, where the symbol ‚
represents the open ends. If we then join the first with
the third and the second with the fourth open end, we
obtain α1 “ pabcxydq, in which the orientation of x¯c¯ is
inverted with respect to the longer segment.
Since the chromosomes can have unequal marker
sets, we also need to consider insertions and deletions of
blocks of contiguous markers [3], [6], [7]. We refer to
insertions and deletions collectively as indels. Indels have
two restrictions [7]: (i) markers of G cannot be deleted;
and (ii) an insertion cannot produce duplicated markers.
We illustrate an indel with the following example: the
deletion of markers xy from chromosome α1 “ pabcxydq
results in α2 “ pabcdq.
Given two circular chromosomes α and β, one can
transform or sort α into β with inversions and indels.
We are particularly interested in computing the inversion-
indel distance, that is denoted by didINVpα, βq and corre-
sponds to the minimum number of inversions and indels
required to sort α into β. Observe that, if |G| ď 1, the
problem of sorting α into β becomes trivial: we simply
delete at once the unique content of the chromosome
of α and insert at once, in the proper orientation, the
unique content of the chromosome of β. Due to this fact,
we assume in this work that |G| ě 2.
2.2 Relational diagram
Given two circular chromosomes α and β, their rela-
tional diagram [10], denoted by Rpα, βq, is a particular
view of the master graph [11] and shows the elements
of chromosome α in an upper horizontal line and the
elements of chromosome β in a lower horizontal line. We
denote the two extremities of each marker g P G by gt
(tail) and gh (head). For each extremity of g the diagram
Rpα, βq has a vertex in the upper line and a vertex in
the lower line. Clearly, each line (that corresponds to
one of the two chromosomes) has 2|G| vertices, and its
vertices are distributed following the same order of the
corresponding chromosome. Since the chromosomes are
circular, we have to choose one marker a P G from which
we start to read both chromosomes, s.t. in both lines the
leftmost vertex is ah and the rightmost is at. Then, for
each marker g P G, we connect the upper and the lower
vertices that represent gt by a dotted edge. Similarly, we
connect the upper and the lower vertices that represent
gh by a dotted edge.
Moreover, for each integer i from 1 to |G|, let γ1
i
and γ2
i
be the upper vertices (analogously lower vertices) at
positions 2i ´ 1 and 2i of the corresponding line of the
diagram. We connect the upper vertices (analogously
lower vertices) γ1
i
and γ2
i
by an α-edge (analogously β-
edge) labeled by ℓ, which is the substring composed of
3the markers of chromosome α (analogously chromosome
β) that are between the extremities represented by γ1
i
and γ2
i
. We say that γ1
i
and γ2
i
are G-adjacent, that is, they
represent extremities of occurrences of markers from G in
chromosome α (analogously β), so that in-between only
markers from A (analogously B) can appear. In other
words, the label ℓ contains no marker of G. When the
label of an α-edge (or a β-edge) is empty, the edge is
said to be clean, otherwise it is said to be labeled.
Each vertex is now connected to one dotted edge and
either to one α-edge (for the upper vertices) or to one β-
edge (for the lower vertices), thus the degree of each
vertex is two and the diagram is simply a collection
of cycles. Each cycle alternates a pair (α-edge, dotted
edge) with a pair (β-edge, dotted edge), consequently
the length of each cycle is a multiple of 4. A cycle
that contains at least one labeled edge is said to be
labeled, otherwise the cycle is said to be clean. The
cycles of Rpα, βq containing only two dotted edges (and
one α-edge and one β-edge) are called 2-cycles and are
said to be inversion-sorted. Longer cycles are inversion-
unsorted and have to be reduced, by applying inversions,
to 2-cycles. This procedure is called inversion-sorting
of α into β: when the relational diagram of α and β is
composed exclusively of 2-cycles, the markers from G
appear exactly in the same relative order and relative
orientations in α and β [1].
By walking through each cycle of the relational dia-
gram, arbitrarily in one of the two possible directions, we
assign an orientation to each α-edge and to each β-edge.
We represent the labels according to the assigned direc-
tion instead of taking a simple left-to-right orientation
for each edge, in order to avoid any ambiguity. Figure 1
shows a relational diagram of two chromosomes α and β.
2.2.1 Bad and good cycles, bad and good components
The relative orientations of α-edges and β-edges within
one cycle are useful for classifying different types of
inversions. In the following, without loss of generality,
we will refer to operations applied to α-edges of Rpα, βq,
but a symmetric analysis could be done using β-edges.
Given an inversion ρ, the inversion cost of ρ, denoted by
}ρ}, depends on the effect of ρ on the number of cycles
in Rpα, βq as follows [1]:
‚ a split inversion ρ has }ρ} “ 0: it is applied to two α-
edges that are in the same cycle and have opposite
relative orientations, splitting the original cycle into
two (increasing the number of cycles in Rpα, βq by
one);
‚ a neutral inversion ρ has }ρ} “ 1: it is applied
to two α-edges that are in the same cycle with
the same relative orientation, changing the internal
organization of the original cycle without splitting
it;
‚ a joint inversion ρ has }ρ} “ 2: it is applied to α-edges
from two distinct cycles C1 and C2, joining C1 and
C2 into one cycle (decreasing the number of cycles
in Rpα, βq by one).
If a cycle C does not have a pair of α-edges with
opposite orientations, it cannot be split by any inversion
applied to its α-edges and is called a bad cycle. Otherwise
the cycle C is said to be good. Two distinct cycles C and C1
are said to be interleaving when in the relational diagram
there is at least one α-edge of C between two α-edges of
C1 and at least one α-edge of C1 between two α-edges of
C. An interleaving path connecting two cycles C and C1 is
defined as a sequence of cycles C1,C2, . . . ,Ck such that
C1 “ C, Ck “ C
1 and Ci and Ci`1 are interleaving for all i,
1 ď i ă k. An interleaving component or simply component
is then a maximal set of cycles K where each C P K is
connected by an interleaving path to any other C1 P K .
Components can be of three types. The first type is a
2-cycle, that can never interleave with any other cycle
and is called a trivial component. The other two types
are components of inversion-unsorted cycles. A non-
trivial component that contains at least one good cycle
can be sorted with split inversions and is called a good
component, otherwise it is called a bad component [1].
The relational diagram represented in Figure 1 has six
components: one good (the cycle C2), two trivial (the
cycles C4 and C7) and three bad (each of the cycles C1 and
C3 and interleaving cycles C5 and C6). Let dINVpα, βq be the
minimum number of inversions required to transform
Rpα, βq into a collection of inversion-sorted 2-cycles. It is
well known that when Rpα, βq has no bad components,
this transformation can be done by applying split inver-
sions only [1]. Since the maximum number of cycles in
Rpα, βq is equal to |G|, we have:
Lemma 1 (adapted from [1], [12]): For two circular chro-
mosomes α and β, such that Rpα, βq has no bad compo-
nent, d
INV
pα, βq “ |G|´ c, where c is the number of cycles
in Rpα, βq.
2.2.2 Runs, indel-potential and inversion-indel distance
lower bound
Given two chromosomes α and β and a cycle C of Rpα, βq,
a run is a maximal subpath of C, in which the first
and the last edges are labeled and all labeled edges
belong to the same chromosome [7]. A run with labels
in chromosome α is also called an A-run, and a run with
labels in chromosome β is called a B-run. Observe that,
since we start counting runs in any border between an
A- and a B-run, a cycle can have either 0, or 1, or an
even number of runs. We denote by ΛpCq the number of
runs in cycle C. As an example, note that the cycle C1
represented in Figure 1 has 2 runs (taht jt, jtih, ihuktu is an
A-run, while tkt y¯ jh, jhbt, bt swahu is a B-run). While doing
the inversion-sorting of good components with split
inversions only, an entire run can be accumulated into a
single edge of the relational diagram [7], [9]. The number
ΛpCq is then an upper bound for the contribution of cycle
C in the final number of indels obtained while doing
the inversion-sorting of Rpα, βqwith split inversions only.
The exact value of this contribution is the indel-potential
of a cycle C, that is denoted by λpCq and can be directly
derived from ΛpCq as follows:
4C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
C7
C6
r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✛ r r✛ r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r r✲r
α : ah t j
t jh bt bh dt dh f
t f h et eh g
t gh ch ct ht hh it ih u kt kh v ot oh nt nh lt lh mt mh at
r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✲r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r r✛ r
β : ah w¯ bt bh ct ch dt dh et eh f
t f h gt gh ht hh x¯ it ih j
t jh y¯ kt kh lt lh z¯ mt mh nt nh ot oh at
Fig. 1. For chromosomes α “ pat jbd f egc¯hiukvonlmq and β “ pawbcde f ghxijyklzmnoq, with sets of common and unique
markers G “ ta, b, c, d, e, f , g, h, i, j, k, l,m, n, ou, A “ tt, u, vu and B “ tw, x, y, zu, the relational diagram has the five
inversion-unsorted cycles C1, C2, C3, C5 and C6 and the two inversion-sorted cycles C4 and C7. Cycles C1, C4, C5 and
C7 are labeled and cycles C2, C3 and C6 are clean.
Proposition 1 (adapted from [7]): Given two circular
chromosomes α and β, the indel-potential of a cycle C
of Rpα, βq is given by
λpCq “
$&
%
ΛpCq , if ΛpCq P t0, 1, 2u ,
ΛpCq
2 ` 1 , if ΛpCq P t4, 6, 8, . . .u .
Let λ0 and λ1 be, respectively, the sum of the indel-
potentials for the components of the relational diagram
before and after an inversion ρ. The indel-cost of ρ is
then ∆λpρq “ λ1 ´ λ0, and the inversion-indel cost of ρ
is defined as ∆dpρq “ }ρ} ` ∆λpρq. If Rpα, βq has good
cycles, it is always possible to find a split inversion ρ
such that ρ does not increase the overall indel-potential
of Rpα, βq, that is, ∆λpρq “ 0 and, consequently, ∆dpρq “
0 [9]. Moreover, it has been shown that using neutral or
joint inversions one can never achieve ∆d ă 0. Therefore,
we have the following result:
Theorem 1 (from [7], [9]): Given two circular chromo-
somes α and β, such that Rpα, βq has c cycles and no
bad component, we have
did
INV
pα, βq “ |G| ´ c`
ÿ
CPRpα,βq
λpCq.
3 Handling bad components with the tagged com-
ponent tree
When Rpα, βq has bad components, it requires additional
neutral and joint inversions to be sorted. Therefore, in
this case the formula given in Theorem 1 is only a
lower bound for the inversion-indel distance. Denoting
by τ˚pα, βq the extra cost of optimally combining neutral
and joint inversions to sort the bad components of Rpα, βq
and given that c is the number of cycles in Rpα, βq, we
can express the complete formula for the inversion-indel
distance as:
didINVpα, βq “ |G| ´ c`
ÿ
CPRpα,βq
λpCq ` τ˚pα, βq.
3.1 Neutral and joint inversions sort bad compo-
nents
For computing τ˚pα, βq it is necessary to examine the
possible values of the inversion-indel cost ∆d for neutral
and joint inversions. In the remainder of this section we
will recall results from [1], [9], explaining the approach
of sorting bad components with neutral and joint in-
versions that minimize indels. Before that, we need to
introduce the following notation. A cycle with no run is
represented by l. A cycle with exactly one A-run (re-
spectively one B-run) is represented by lA (respectively
lB). Similarly, a cycle with 2i runs is represented by l
i
AB
.
For simplicity, we denote l 1
AB
by lAB.
3.1.1 Neutral inversions cut bad components
Let K be a bad component and let C be any (bad) cycle
in K . A neutral inversion, applied to C, turns K into
a good component [1]. This type of inversion is said
to be a cut of the bad component. If Rpα, βq has a bad
cycle of type l i
AB
with i ě 2, it is always possible to
apply a neutral inversion ρ such that we obtain a good
cycle of type l i´1
AB
. In other words, two A-runs and two
B-runs are merged by ρ, implying ∆λpρq “ ´1 and,
consequently, ∆dpρq “ 0. For all other types of bad cycles,
it is not possible to decrease the overall indel-potential
with neutral inversions [9].
Observation 1: Since it is always possible to apply a
costless neutral inversion on a cycle of type l i
AB
with
i ě 2, we can assume that Rpα, βq has no cycle of this
type, that is, we can assume that any cycle in Rpα, βq has
at most 2 runs. In this setting, the most efficient way to
cut a bad component is by applying a neutral inversion
ρ with ∆dpρq “ 1.
3.1.2 Joint inversions merge bad components
Let ρ be a joint inversion applied to two distinct cycles
C1 and C2, resulting in a single cycle C. Observe that
the cycle C is always good, even when both C1 and C2
are bad. Moreover, if C1 and C2 belong to two distinct
components K1 and K2, these components are merged
into a single good component K that contains the good
cycle C [1]. Actually, an inversion ρ has the potential of
5TABLE 1
Inversion-indel costs of distinct types of joint inversions
(any joint inversion ρ has inversion cost }ρ} “ 2, a cycle
with any number of runs is represented by l˚)
sources resultant ∆λpρq ∆dpρq
l ` l˚ l˚ 0 2
lA `lB lAB 0 2
lA `lA lA -1 1
lB `lB lB -1 1
lA `l
i
AB
l i
AB
-1 1
lB `l
i
AB
l i
AB
-1 1
l i
AB
`l i
1
AB
l
pi`i1´1q
AB
-2 0
merging even more than two components at once, as we
will describe in the following. Without loss of generality,
let us assume that, if Rpα, βq has at least two components,
the first and the last α-edges of Rpα, βq belong to two
distinct components.
Let K1, K2 and K3 be three distinct components in
Rpα, βq such that if we take the rightmost α-edge of K1
and look at the following α-edges one by one, we find
an edge of K3 before finding an edge of K2. In the same
way, if we take the rightmost α-edge of K2 and look at
the following α-edges one by one, we find an edge of K3
before finding an edge of K1. The component K3 is then
said to separate K1 and K2. (In Figure 1 the good compo-
nent tC1u separates the good component tC2u, the bad
component tC3u and the trivial component tC4u from the
bad component tC5,C6u and the trivial component tC7u.
Similarly, the bad component tC5,C6u separates tC7u
from tC1u, tC2u, tC3u and tC4u.) By joining with an inver-
sion ρ two cycles C1 and C2, that belong to two distinct
components K1 and K2 respectively, we merge not only
the components K1 and K2, but also all components
that separate K1 and K2, into a single component K .
Even when all merged components are bad, the new
component K is always good [1]. A joint inversion can
then be used to merge two or more bad components.
Recall that any joint inversion ρ has }ρ} “ 2, therefore
∆dpρq “ 2 ` ∆λpρq. Table 1 enumerates the inversion-
indel costs of the different types of joint inversions.
Observation 2: Since it is always possible to apply a
costless joint inversion on two cycles of type l i
AB
, we
assume that Rpα, βq has at most one cycle of this type
and that any joint inversion ρ merging components of
Rpα, βq has ∆dpρq P t1, 2u.
Observations 1 and 2 imply that we can assume that
Rpα, βq has at most one cycle of type lAB and no cycle
of type l i
AB
with i ě 2. This assures that a cut of a
bad component costs always 1 and that merging bad
components costs either 1 or 2.
3.2 Tagged component tree
The component separation described above can be iden-
tified by an alternative structure, that represents the
chaining and nesting relationships of the components and
helps us to find the best way of cutting and merging bad
components of Rpα, βq.
3.2.1 Chained tagged component tree
Let a chain be a sequence of components K1, K2, ..., Kn
for which the rightmost α-edge of Ki is succeeded by the
leftmost α-edge of Ki`1, for 1 ď i ă n. A chain is maximal
when it cannot be extended to the left nor to the right. A
maximal chain H is nested in a component K when the
leftmost α-edge of H is preceded by an α-edge of K and
the rightmost α-edge of H is succeeded by an α-edge of
K .
We can then build the chained tagged component tree
Tpα, βq as follows [8], [9], [13]:
1) Each component K from Rpα, βq is represented by
a round node v. If K is a bad component, then v is
a bad node, drawn in white. Otherwise v is a good
node, drawn in black. A good node can represent
a trivial or a good component. Each round node v
has a tag set tagpvq, initially empty, that can receive
at most two tags: (i) the tag A is added to tagpvq
if at least one cycle of the component K has an A-
run; and (ii) the tag B is added to tagpvq if at least
one cycle of K has a B-run.
2) Each maximal chain is represented by a square node
whose children are the round nodes that represent
the components of this chain. A square node is
either the root or a child of the component in which
this chain is nested.
The chained tagged component tree Tpα, βq is the
same component tree as introduced in [13], except that
here we add the tag sets. This tree has the following
important property. Let P be a path connecting two
distinct round nodes u1 and u2 in Tpα, βq. The round
nodes in Pztu1, u2u correspond exactly to the components
that separate u1 and u2 in Rpα, βq.
3.2.2 Max-flower contraction
Let a max-flower of a chained tagged component tree be a
maximal connected subgraph composed of good and/or
square nodes only. Suppose we have a max-flower f of
a chained tagged component tree T. The contraction of f
in T consists of two steps:
1) Replace f by a single good round node g, such that
g is connected to all bad nodes connected to f and
tagpgq is the union of tag sets of all nodes from f
(assuming that square nodes have empty tag sets);
2) If g has an empty tag set and exactly two neighbors
b1 and b2, g is removed from the tree and b1 is
directly connected to b2; otherwise, if g is a leaf
and b is the bad node connected to g, the tag set
tagpgq is added to tagpbq and g is removed from
the tree.
6After repeating this procedure for all (disjoint) max-
flowers we obtain an unrooted tagged component tree T1,
that is said to be flower-contracted, that is, the tree T’
has no square nodes, no good leaves, no good nodes
of degree 2 with an empty tag set, and each remaining
max-flower of T1 corresponds to a single good node.
As we will see in the next subsection, the computa-
tion of τ˚pα, βq is derived from the analysis of an un-
rooted tagged component tree that is exactly the flower-
contracted version of the chained tagged component tree
Tpα, βq and is denoted by T˝ pα, βq. See examples of its
construction in Figure 2.
(i-a) (i-b)
✑
✑
◗
◗

③❥AB
C1“lAB
   ❅❅

③
C2“l

③❥
C3“l
③B
C4“lB
③❥A
pC5“lAq`pC6“lq

③B C7“lB
Ñ
③❥AB
C1
③B C2 C`4
③❥
C3
③❥AB
C5 C`6 C`7
(ii-a) (ii-b)
✑
✑
◗
◗

③B
✁✁ ❆❆

③
✁✁ ❆❆

③B ③A
③❥
v1
③❥v2
✁✁ ❆❆

③❥

③❥v3
③❥

③❥A v4
Ñ
③AB
③❥
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Fig. 2. (i-a) The chained tagged component tree Tpα, βq
derived from the relational diagram represented in Fig-
ure 1, with three bad (white) and three good (black) nodes
and their respective tags. (i-b) The tree T˝ pα, βq obtained
from Tpα, βq. (ii-a,b) Another example illustrating the
max-flower contraction.
3.3 Cover and optimal cover
The diagram Rpα, βq can have any number of good and
bad cycles of types l, lA and lB. Due to Observations 1
and 2, we assume that Rpα, βq has at most one cycle of
type lAB and no cycle of type l
i
AB
with i ě 2. Therefore,
the cost of cutting a component is always one, indepen-
dently of the number of tags of the corresponding node
in T˝ pα, βq and – even if a node of T˝ pα, βq has both tags –
at most one of them can be “used” in each joint inversion
merging components, that costs either 1 or 2.
Similar to [13], in our analysis we focus on paths
covering the bad nodes of T˝ pα, βq. We denote by τpPq the
cost of a path P, that can be of two types. The path P is
short if it contains a single bad node. It corresponds to the
cut of the component represented by its bad node and
has therefore cost τpPq “ 1. On the other hand, the path P
is long if it contains at least two bad nodes. It corresponds
to the merging of all components represented by its
nodes, by a joint inversion applied to two cycles, each
of the two belonging to one of the two endpoints of the
path. The cost of P is therefore either τpPq “ 1, if its
endpoints share at least one tag (indel-saving path), or
τpPq “ 2 otherwise (indel-neutral path).
A cover of T˝ pα, βq is defined as a set of paths P such
that each bad node of T˝ pα, βq is contained in at least one
path P P P. The cost of P is given by τpPq “
ř
PPP τpPq.
If τpPq is minimum, P is an optimal cover and τpPq “
τpT˝ pα, βqq “ τ˚pα, βq [8], [9].
The reason behind contracting the tree to get one
with the minimum number of good nodes and whose
leaves are bad nodes is simply to get a more compact
tree, while preserving the same bad nodes and tags
of the original tree. In other words, since the flower-
contractions preserve in T˝ pα, βq all the tags from Tpα, βq
in the same relative positions with respect to the bad
nodes, we have τpT˝ pα, βqq “ τpTpα, βqq.
3.3.1 Covering a tree with traversals
Given a tree T with ℓ leaves, a leaf-branch of T is: (i) either
the complete tree T, if ℓ ď 2; (ii) or, if ℓ ě 3, a maximal
path u1, u2, . . . , uk, such that u1 is a leaf of T and, for
i “ 2, . . . , k, the degree of internal node ui in T is two.
The second case includes a leaf-branch consisting of a
leaf only, if that is directly connected to a branching node
of T.
A path P whose both endpoints are leaves is called
a traversal. Observe that, if ℓ ě 2 is the number of
leaves of a tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq, the minimum
number of traversals required to cover all ℓ leaves is
r ℓ2 s. Indeed, any unrooted tree with at least two leaves
can be completely covered with this minimum number
of traversals. If the number of leaves ℓ is even, the
traversals can be obtained with a very simple procedure
(Algorithm 1, from [14]). If ℓ is odd, it is necessary to
remove one leaf-branch from the tree, run Algorithm 1
and add one extra traversal connecting the removed leaf-
branch and any other leaf.
Algorithm 1 CoverTreeWithTraversals
Input: unrooted tree T with 2n leaves
Output: set P of n traversals covering all nodes of T
Considering an embedding of T into the plane, enumerate
the leaves from 1 to 2n in circular order;
P “ H;
for i “ 1 to n do
P “ PY tpath connecting leaves i and i` nu;
Return P;
The fact that Algorithm 1 covers the complete tree
proves the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Adapted from [14]): Given a tree T with 2n
leaves, it is always possible to find a vertex v in T, such
that there is a cover of T composed of n traversals, all
7of whom containing the vertex v. Such a vertex is called
a balanced vertex of T.
Proof given in [14]: Considering any two paths in the
set returned by Algorithm 1, their endpoints alternate
along the circle which contains the leaves in increasing
order. Therefore these two paths clearly intersect each
other. If in a tree a set of paths does not contain two
disjoint paths, then all the paths share a common vertex
v (a proof is given in [15]). And because these paths
connect v to the leaves, they cover all edges of the tree.
3.3.2 The simplest instances give a lower and an upper
bound
A node of the tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq whose tag
set is empty is called clean, otherwise it is tagged. We
will now give solutions for the simplest instances of the
problem of computing the cost τ˚pα, βq of an optimal
cover of T˝ pα, βq, that are: (i) the case in which all leaves
are tagged and share at least one tag and (ii) the case in
which all leaves are clean. These two cases correspond,
respectively, to tight lower and upper bounds for τ˚pα, βq
and are based on optimal covers composed of traversals
and at most one short path.
Theorem 3: Let all ℓ ě 2 leaves of a tagged component
tree T˝ pα, βq share at least one tag. The cost of any
optimal cover of T˝ pα, βq is τ˚pα, βq “
P
ℓ
2
T
.
Proof: Any traversal is indel-saving (costs 1) because
the leaves of T˝ pα, βq share a tag. As we have already
explained before, with Algorithm 1 we can find
P
ℓ
2
T
traversals covering T˝ pα, βq completely.
When the tree has clean leaves, the length of the leaf-
branches can influence the cost of an optimal cover. A
leaf-branch of the tree T˝ pα, βq is long if it contains at least
two bad nodes, otherwise it is short.
Theorem 4: Let all ℓ ě 2 leaves of a tagged component
tree T˝ pα, βq be clean. The cost of any optimal cover of
T˝ pα, βq is
τ˚pα, βq “
$’&
’%
ℓ ` 1 if ℓ is odd and all leaf-branches
are long (“fortress” [1]),
ℓ otherwise.
Proof: Any traversal is indel-neutral (costs 2) be-
cause the leaves of T˝ pα, βq are clean. When ℓ is even,
with Algorithm 1 we can cover the tree with a set of ℓ2
traversals, giving an optimal cost of ℓ in this case. When
ℓ is odd, let S be a short leaf-branch of T˝ pα, βq, if there is
any, otherwise any of the long leaf-branches. The subtree
obtained from T˝ pα, βq by removing the leaf-branch S
can be covered by a set of ℓ´12 traversals obtained wit
Algorithm 1. Then, if S is a short leaf-branch, it can
be covered by a short path, giving an optimal cost of
ℓ´ 1` 1 “ ℓ. Otherwise, S is a long leaf-branch and we
have the classical situation of a “fortress” [1], in which S
can only be covered by a long path with cost 2, resulting
in the optimal cost of ℓ ´ 1` 2 “ ℓ ` 1.
4 Obtaining an optimal cover of trees with at
least two leaves that share no tag
In this section we will describe our approach of finding
an optimal cover of all intermediate and more intrincate
instances of the tagged component tree.
Given a path P, a P-reduction T´P˝ pα, βq of T˝ pα, βq
results in a smaller tagged component tree as follows.
Let T1 be the tagged tree obtained from T˝ pα, βq by
replacing each bad node b of P by a good node g,
such that tagpgq “ tagpbq. Then T´P˝ pα, βq is the flower-
contracted version of T1. A P-reduction is said to be safe
if τpT˝ pα, βqq “ τpT´P˝ pα, βqq` τpPq, otherwise it is unsafe.
We will build optimal covers by first “simplifying” the
tagged component tree with safe reductions.
From now on we will denote the three possible non-
empty tag sets tAu, tBu and tA,Bu, respectively, simply
by A, B and AB. We can then refer to A-, B-, H- or AB-
nodes or -leaves, depending on the respective set of tags.
Tagged component trees and their optimal covers will be
shown in figures with the following notation:
‚ Leaves will be usually labeled as described: (i) a, a1,
a2, etc., will be labels of A-leaves; (ii) b, b1, b2, etc.,
will be labels of B-leaves; (iii) x, x1, x2, etc., will be
labels of AB-leaves; and (iv) s is the label of the solo
leaf (defined in Section 4.2.1), while c, c1, c2, etc., will
be labels of other clean leaves.
‚ In the given optimal covers, traversals will be repre-
sented by the symbol, semi-traversals (defined in
Section 4.1.6) will be represented by the symbol 
and the dots above these symbols will indicate the
cost of each path.
4.1 Properties of tagged component tree topologies
and their covers
We need to describe the possible topologies of tagged
component trees in order to devise our approach of
simplifying the tree and finding optimal covers.
4.1.1 Subtrees and partition subtrees
Let N be a set of nodes of T˝ pα, βq. Then ΥpNq denotes
the subtree induced by N , i. e., the smallest connected
subtree of T˝ pα, βq containing all the nodes from N . The
leaves of T˝ pα, βq can be partitioned into four disjoint
classes LA, LB, LH and LAB, that are, respectively, the
sets of A-leaves, B-leaves, H-leaves and AB-leaves of
T˝ pα, βq. A partition subtree is then a subtree ΥpLq where
L is the union of one to four leaf classes. In general, the
topology and connections between the possible partition
subtrees drive our approach of finding an optimal cover
for the tree T˝ pα, βq. The four partition subtrees ΥpLAq,
ΥpLBq, ΥpLHq and ΥpLABq are called canonical subtrees
of T˝ pα, βq. While canonical subtree ΥpLHq is said to be
clean, subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq and ΥpLABq are said to be
tagged.
84.1.2 Complementary subtree
Let ΥpLq be a partition subtree. The complementary subtree
of ΥpLq, denoted by ΥpLq, is the partition subtree ΥpL1q,
where L1 is the set composed of all leaves of T˝ pα, βq
except those from L. Complementary subtree is a re-
ciprocal concept, thus ΥpL1q is the subtree ΥpLq itself.
For example, considering the canonical subtree ΥpLAq, its
complementary subtree is ΥpLAq “ ΥpLBYLABYLHq. An-
other example is the partition subtree ΥpLBYLHq, whose
complementary subtree is Υ
`
LB Y LH
˘
“ ΥpLA Y LABq.
Note that ΥpLq and T˝ pα, βqzΥpLq can be distinct and,
while the first is necessarily a tree, the second can be a
forest.
4.1.3 Links and bad links
If ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q are two non-empty and disjoint
partition subtrees, there is exactly one path connecting
ΥpL1q to ΥpL2q in T˝ pα, βq. This path is called the link
between ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q. A link is a bad link when it
contains at least one bad node, otherwise it is a good link.
A bad link that contains two or more bad nodes is called
long bad link. Otherwise, if it contains a single bad node,
it is called short bad link.
4.1.4 Co-rooted and separated partition subtrees
Two non-empty partition subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q are
said to be separated when they are disjoint and connected
by a bad link. Otherwise, they are co-rooted. A partition
subtree ΥpLq is said to be isolated if it is separated from
its complementary subtree ΥpLq, and non-isolated if it is
co-rooted with its complementary subtree ΥpLq. If each
canonical subtree is non-isolated and, in addition, the
partition subtree ΥpLAYLBq is non-isolated, then T˝ pα, βq
is said to be fully co-rooted. At the other extreme, if each
canonical subtree ΥpLq is isolated and, in addition, for a
tree with four leaf types, either the subtree ΥpLAYLBq,
or the subtree ΥpLAY LHq, or the subtree ΥpLAY LABq
is isolated, then T˝ pα, βq is said to be fully separated.
Examples of various topologies are given in Figure 3.
4.1.5 In-, out- and semi-traversals
Let u1 and u2 be two leaves of T˝ pα, βq. If both u1 and u2
are in the same canonical subtree ΥpLq, the traversal
between u1 and u2 is said to be an in-traversal (of the
canonical subtree ΥpLq). On the other hand, if u1 and u2
are in distinct canonical subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q, the
traversal between u1 and u2 is said to be an out-traversal
(between the canonical subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q). Note
that in-traversals of tagged canonical subtrees are indel-
saving (cost 1), while in-traversals of the clean canoni-
cal subtree are indel-neutral (cost 2). Out-traversals are
usually indel-neutral, except in the case of one subtree
being ΥpLABq and the other subtree being either ΥpLAq
or ΥpLBq, when they are indel-saving.
Now let u1 be a leaf of a canonical subtree ΥpLq
and u2 be an internal node of T˝ pα, βq that is not in ΥpLq.
The path connecting u1 and u2 is called a semi-traversal,
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Fig. 3. Each of the subtrees numbered 1-4 is one distinct
canonical subtree in these illustrations of different types
of topology. In (i-a) subtrees 2 and 3 are co-rooted and
separated from subtree 1. In (i-b) subtrees 1 and 3 are
isolated, while subtree 2 is non-isolated. In (i-c) we have
a fully co-rooted tagged component tree with the four
canonical subtrees. In the second half we have fully
separated tagged component trees with (ii-a) two, (ii-b)
three, or (ii-c) four canonical subtrees.
that can be indel-saving or indel-neutral depending on
whether u1 and u2 share a tag or not.
4.1.6 Tag mates
Let a tagged canonical subtree ΥpLq be separated from
a partition subtree ΥpLq by a bad link P. As we explain
in the following, the bad link P can be possibly covered
by an indel-saving out-traversal or by an indel-saving
semi-traversal.
First suppose that at least one leaf of the subtree ΥpLq
shares a tag with the leaves of ΥpLq. In this case, the bad
link P can be covered by an indel-saving out-traversal P1
(with τpP1q “ 1) and we say that subtree ΥpLq contains
a trivial tag mate of ΥpLq. An example of trivial A-mate
is given in Figure 4 (i).
Now suppose that subtree ΥpLq has no trivial tag mate
of ΥpLq. In this case ΥpLqmight have some internal node
that shares a tag with the leaves of ΥpLq, therefore it can
still be possible to cover the bad link P by an indel-
saving semi-traversal. More precisely, let the extended
subtree Υ`pLq be ΥpL Y tpuq, where p is the bad node
of the bad link P that is closest to ΥpLq. If the tag set of
at least one node m of Υ`pLq shares a tag with the leaves
of ΥpLq, the node m is said to be a non-trivial tag mate
of ΥpLq at Υ`pLq. The fact that Υ`pLq contains a non-
trivial tag mate of ΥpLq is denoted by T$Υ`pLq, where T
is either the tag A or the tag B. Examples of non-trivial
tag mates are B$Υ`pLAY LHq and A$Υ
`pLHq, the latter
shown in Figure 4 (ii)-(iii).
Observe that, if L includes the class LAB, it is unnec-
essary to verify whether the extended subtree Υ`pLq
contains a non-trivial tag mate, because in this case it
obviously contains a trivial one.
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Fig. 4. Tag mates are illustrated in four examples. In (i) the
AB-leaf x is a trivial A-mate of ΥpLAq at ΥpLH Y LABq. In
examples (ii) and (iii), whose optimal covers have cost 3,
there is no trivial tag mate, but the internal AB-node m is
an A-mate of ΥpLAq at ΥpLHYtpuq. In example (iv) the
internal AB-node m˜ is not at ΥpLH Y tpuq and an optimal
cover has cost 4.
4.2 Procedure of computing an optimal cover
For any canonical subtree ΥpLq, the cost of an in-traversal
of ΥpLq is at most the same as the cost of an out-
traversal between ΥpLq and any other canonical subtree.
This suggests an approach of searching optimal covers
maximizing in-traversals. We need to be careful, how-
ever, and also allow out-traversals for covering bad links
and possibly unpaired leaves.
Given a tree T˝ pα, βq with at least two types of leaves
that share no tag, we will search for an optimal cover
with a three-step procedure. The first step consists of
determining whether the solo leaf exists: it is a leaf of
the clean subtree that must be kept by any reduction.
The second step consists of safely reducing the sizes
of the four subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq, ΥpLHq and ΥpLABq
of T˝ pα, βq with in-traversals, until we reach a certain
minimum number of leaves per canonical subtree, ob-
taining a residual tree. The third step is then finding an
optimal cover of the residual tree, that requires a lengthy
enumeration of all possible cases.
4.2.1 Solo leaf
When reducing the clean subtree, we need to be careful
with a particularity of the topology that can influence
the cost of an optimal cover. Let the tree T˝ pα, βq with at
least three leaves have a clean leaf s in a short leaf-branch
and let T´s˝ pα, βq be the tree obtained by pruning s and
performing a flower-contraction in T˝ pα, βq. Obviously,
the tree T´s˝ pα, βq has exactly one leaf less than T˝ pα, βq.
If τpT˝ pα, βqq “ τpT´s˝ pα, βqq`1, then s is said to be a solo
leaf. In other words, the clean leaf s is a solo leaf if there
is some optimal cover of T˝ pα, βq that includes a short
path covering s. See examples in Figure 5 (i) and (ii).
The solo leaf is the last leaf to be paired when we
search for an optimal cover of T˝ pα, βq. In some sense, it
represents the absence of a “fortress” [1]: if, instead, the
last unpaired clean leaf would not be a solo leaf but part
of a long leaf-branch, it could only be covered together
with its branch by an indel-neutral path, whose cost is 2.
(i) solo leaf (ii) solo leaf (iii) no solo leaf
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Fig. 5. The concept of solo leaf is illustrated with three
examples. In (i) the solo leaf s is in a short leaf-branch
of ΥpLHq. In (ii) the solo leaf s is in a short leaf-branch
of T˝ pα, βq that is a long leaf-branch of ΥpLHq. In (iii),
although s˜ is in a short leaf-branch of T˝ pα, βq and even
of ΥpLHq, no cover including a short path with s˜ is optimal.
In contrast to clean leaves in short leaf-branches of
T˝ pα, βq, tagged leaves in short leaf-branches need no
special treatment for the following reasons:
‚ If originally a tagged canonical subtree is composed
of a single leaf, it is indeed important to identify
whether its leaf is in a long or in a short leaf-
branch, since the latter allows it to be covered by a
short path. But the single leaf being in a short leaf-
branch is equivalent to the corresponding subtree
being non-isolated, a condition that can be easily
verified.
‚ If a tagged canonical subtree ΥpLq has at least two
leaves, there is no advantage of any leaf being in a
short leaf-branch: in this case it could possibly be
covered by a short path, but if it would be in a long
leaf-branch, the whole branch could be covered by
an indel-saving path, whose cost is the same as that
of a short path.
The difference between keeping a clean leaf or a tagged
leaf in a short leaf-branch is illustrated in Figure 6.
A tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq can have more than
one clean short leaf-branch, but in our approach at most
one is covered by a short path: even if some optimal
cover includes two short paths covering two clean short
leaf-branches, there is another optimal cover with the
same cost covering the two leaf-branches by an in-
traversal of ΥpLHq. Therefore, if the tree has clean short
leaf-branches, it suffices to characterize at most one as
solo leaf.
However, even if T˝ pα, βq has a single clean short leaf-
branch, the leaf of this branch is not necessarily a solo
leaf, as shown in Figure 5 (iii). Actually the procedure
of searching for a solo leaf is quite tricky and depends
on various aspects of the distinct topologies of a tagged
component tree. The only approach we could devise so
far tests all possible hypotheses (each clean short leaf-
branch of T˝ pα, βq as the possible solo leaf) and takes one
that results in the smallest cover cost. This exhaustive
search dominates the complexity of our whole procedure
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Fig. 6. In (i), subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq are co-rooted
and the tree has a solo leaf. After the safe (c1, c2q-
reduction, the reduced tree keeps the solo leaf and can
be covered with cost 2. On the other hand, after the
unsafe (s, c2)-reduction, the reduced tree can be covered
only with cost 3. In (ii), subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq are
co-rooted. After the safe (b1, b2)-reduction, the reduced
tree can be covered with cost 2, including a short path
covering leaf b3. If instead we do the (b2, b3)-reduction,
subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq are separated in the reduced
tree. However, the flower-contracted vertex m is a tag
mate of leaf b1. Therefore, this reduction is also safe. In
other words, there is no advantage in keeping the short
leaf-branch (b3).
for computing the distance, as we will demonstrate in
Section 4.2.4.
4.2.2 Reducing tagged component trees with balanced
in-traversals
Given a canonical subtree ΥpLq with |L| ě 4, a balanced
in-traversal of ΥpLq is defined as follows:
‚ If |L| is even, any traversal from the set returned by
Algorithm 1 is a balanced in-traversal.
‚ If |L| is odd, let P be any leaf-branch of ΥpLq.
A balanced in-traversal of ΥpLq is a balanced in-
traversal of ΥpLqzP.
Let a path P be an in-traversal of some canonical
subtree ΥpLq. The corresponding P-reduction costs 2
if L “ LH and 1 otherwise. It is called a balanced
reduction if P is a balanced in-traversal. And it is said
to be preserving if T´P˝ pα, βq and T˝ pα, βq have the same
topology with respect to partition subtrees, bad links and
solo leaf, and if in T´P˝ pα, βq subtree ΥpLq has exactly two
leaves less than in T˝ pα, βq.
Lemma 2: Let ΥpLq be a tagged canonical subtree of
T˝ pα, βq with |L| ě 4. Any balanced P-reduction of ΥpLq
is preserving.
Proof: Since the in-traversal P is balanced, it
“crosses” the subtree ΥpLq. This guarantees that the P-
reduction does not create a new bad leaf, nor a new bad
link, nor it increases the length of any remaining leaf-
branch. Furthermore, the flower-contraction after the
reduction preserves all tags, therefore we do not lose
any tag mate.
Lemma 3: For any tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq
with |LH| ě 4, a preserving P-reduction of ΥpLHq is
any balanced P-reduction such that, if T˝ pα, βq has a solo
leaf s, P does not cover s. Such a reduction is called solo-
safe reduction. If T˝ pα, βq has no solo leaf, any balanced
reduction of ΥpLHq is a solo-safe reduction.
Proof: Here we can repeat the arguments of the
proof of Lemma 2. Furthermore, since P does not cover
the solo leaf, we do not lose it.
A preserving balanced reduction is very often safe.
Indeed, a solo-safe reduction of ΥpLHq down to two
leaves is always safe. The same is true for any balanced
reduction of tagged canonical subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq
down to two leaves and for any balanced reduction of
tagged canonical subtree ΥpLABq down to three leaves.
Actually, only in some particular cases a balanced reduc-
tion of ΥpLABq from four to two leaves is unsafe. These
facts will be demonstrated by the Reduction Bounds
stated later in this section. We will also demonstrate that,
although a canonical subtree ΥpLq with only three leaves
has no balanced in-traversal, a reduction to a single leaf
can be safe, even if it is non-preserving (as we showed
in Figure 6).
We can now analyse the topologies of each type of
tagged component tree and set the lower bounds for safe
reductions in each canonical subtree. Since a reduction
removes two leaves from the tree, for each case analysis
we need to consider whether the number of leaves in
the canonical subtree being reduced is even or odd. We
start by setting the bounds for canonical subtrees ΥpLAq
and ΥpLBq:
Proposition 2: Each of the canonical subtrees ΥpLAq
and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves
in any tagged component tree.
Proof: In Appendix 1.
Let ℓt be the number of leaves in canonical sub-
tree ΥpLtq. The leaf composition of the tree T˝ pα, βq is given
by the values ℓA, ℓB, ℓH and ℓAB.
Due to the symmetry of costs for A-nodes and for
B-nodes in covering paths, we assume without loss of
generality that after the reduction we obtain a residual
tree in which ℓA ě ℓB. To achieve this, if ΥpLBq is non-
empty and if ΥpLAq is either empty or has an odd
number of leaves, we can simply “swap” A-nodes and B-
nodes. Now, for each type of tagged component tree, the
bounds of each canonical subtree will be defined in the
five Reduction Bounds listed below and whose proofs
are given in Appendix 1.
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Reduction Bound 1: Two non-empty canonical sub-
trees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q such that L1 and L2 share no tag:
Let ℓ1 “ |L1| and ℓ2 “ |L2|. Without loss of generality,
assume that ΥpL1q is tagged. Given that w P t1, 2u is the
cost of an in-traversal of ΥpL2q (that can be tagged or
clean), the number of leaves in both subtrees ΥpL1q and
ΥpL2q can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost
tpℓ1 ´ 1q{2u` w tpℓ2 ´ 1q{2u.
Reduction Bound 2: Three non-empty canonical sub-
trees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq, and ΥpLHq:
1) If ℓA and ℓB are odd, and given that n “ maxtℓH, 2u,
the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq
can be safely reduced to one, and the number of
leaves in subtree ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to
two or three, with cost pℓA ´ 1q{2 ` pℓB ´ 1q{2 `
2 tpn´ 2q{2u.
2) Otherwise ℓA is even, the number of leaves in
subtree ΥpLAq can be safely reduced to two and
the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq
can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost
pℓA ´ 2q{2` tpℓB ´ 1q{2u` 2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u.
Reduction Bound 3: Three non-empty canonical sub-
trees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq, and ΥpLABq:
1) If both ℓA and ℓB are odd, the number of leaves
in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced
to one and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq
can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost pℓA´
1q{2` pℓB ´ 1q{2` tpℓAB ´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, ℓA is even. If ℓB is odd and given that
n “ maxtℓAB, 2u, the number of leaves in subtrees
ΥpLAq can be safely reduced to two, the number of
leaves in ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one and the
number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely
reduced to two or three, with cost pℓA´2q{2`pℓB´
1q{2` tpn´ 2q{2u.
3) Finally, both ℓA and ℓB are even and n “
maxtℓAB, 3u. The number of leaves in subtrees
ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to two,
and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can
be safely reduced to three or four, with cost pℓA ´
2q{2` pℓB ´ 2q{2` tpn´ 3q{2u.
Reduction Bound 4: Three non-empty canonical sub-
trees ΥpLAq, ΥpLHq, and ΥpLABq:
1) If at least one value among ℓA and ℓH is odd, the
number of leaves in each subtree can be safely
reduced to one or two, with cost tpℓA ´ 1q{2u `
2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u` tpℓAB ´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, both ℓA and ℓH are even and n “
maxtℓAB, 2u. Then the number of leaves in sub-
trees ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to
two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq
can be safely reduced to two or three, with cost
pℓA ´ 2q{2` pℓH ´ 2q ` tpn´ 2q{2u.
Reduction Bound 5: Four non-empty canonical sub-
trees:
1) If all ℓA, ℓB and ℓH are odd, the number of leaves
in subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq can be safely
reduced to one, and the number of leaves in subtree
ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two, with
cost pℓA´ 1q{2`pℓB´ 1q{2`pℓH´ 1q` tpℓAB´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, if ℓB is odd and among ℓA and ℓH
one value is odd and the other is even, we set
n “ maxtℓAB, 2u. The number of leaves in subtree
ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one, the number of
leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq can be safely
reduced to one or two, and the number of leaves
in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to two or
three, with cost tpℓA ´ 1q{2u ` pℓB ´ 1q{2 ` 2tpℓH ´
1q{2u` tpn´ 2q{2u.
3) Finally, if ℓA is even and at least one value among
ℓB and ℓH is also even, we set n “ maxtℓAB, 3u. The
number of leaves in subtree ΥpLAq can be safely
reduced to two, the number of leaves in subtrees
ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to one or
two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq
can be safely reduced to three or four, with cost
pℓA´ 2q{2` tpℓB´ 1q{2u` 2tpℓH´ 1q{2u` tpn´ 3q{2u.
Tagged component tree
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Residual tree
Reduction (cost 7):
ΥpLAq : a3

a4
ΥpLBztbuq : b1

b2
ΥpLHztsuq : c1
 
c3, c2
 
c4
ΥpLABztx1uq : x4

x5
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③AB
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
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③❥
③❥AB
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③A
③❥A
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③❥A
a2
③❥
s
Fig. 7. Execution of Reduction Bound 5 (case 2) for a
tree with ℓA “ 4, ℓB “ 3, ℓH “ 5 and ℓAB “ 5. The leaf s is
the solo leaf and vertices φ1, φ2 and φ3 are, respectively,
balanced vertices in subtrees ΥpLABztx1uq, ΥpLAq and
ΥpLHztsuq. The obtained residual tree has ℓA “ 2, ℓB “ 1,
ℓH “ 1 and ℓAB “ 3. Observe that, before and after the
reduction, subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq are both isolated,
while ΥpLHq and ΥpLABq are both non-isolated.
Reduction Bounds 1 to 5 jointly define an algorithm
to find the residual tree of any tagged component tree
(Algorithm 2 in Appendix 1). Once we have the resulting
residual tagged component tree (see an example of an
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execution of Reduction Bound 5 - case 2 - in Figure 7),
its optimal cover can be obtained from the lengthy
enumeration of all possible residual trees, given in the
remainder of this section.
4.2.3 Covering all residual trees
A residual leaf composition can be represented by a
quadruple pℓA, ℓB, ℓH, ℓABq of four non-negative values
that always has ℓA in the first position, ℓB in the second
position, ℓH in the third position and ℓAB in the fourth
position. Recall that, due to the symmetry of costs for
A-nodes and for B-nodes in covering paths, we assume
without loss of generality that ℓA ě ℓB. According to
the results presented so far, we have 56 residual leaf
compositions distributed in three groups.
Group 1: Residual trees with exactly two non-empty
canonical subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q, such that the tag
sets of the classes L1 and L2 share no tag, defined in
Reduction Bound 1. This group includes 11 residual leaf
compositions listed in Table 2. The complete enumera-
tion is given in Appendix 2. As an example of Group 1,
we give the topologies and respective optimal covers of
leaf composition p2, 2, 0, 0q in Figure 8.
TABLE 2
All 11 residual leaf compositions of Group 1
Reduction Bound 1
pℓA, ℓB, 0, 0q pℓA, 0, ℓH, 0q p0, 0, ℓH, ℓABq
p1, 1, 0, 0q p1, 0, 1, 0q p0, 0, 1, 1q
p1, 0, 2, 0q p0, 0, 1, 2q
p2, 1, 0, 0q p2, 0, 1, 0q p0, 0, 2, 1q
p2, 2, 0, 0q p2, 0, 2, 0q p0, 0, 2, 2q
(i) co-rooted (ii) short link
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Fig. 8. Possible topologies of leaf composition p2, 2, 0, 0q.
A symmetric case of (iii) is omitted.
Group 2: Residual trees with exactly three non-empty
canonical subtrees, forming three subgroups, defined
by Reduction Bounds 2 to 4. This group includes 25
residual leaf compositions listed in Table 3. The complete
enumeration is given in Appendix 2. In particular, in this
group we have the residual leaf composition p1, 1, 3, 0q
(Reduction Bound 2, first case) and also residual leaf
compositions with three or four leaves in subtree ΥpLABq
(cases of Reduction Bounds 3 and 4). Some topologies
of these leaf compositions can be further reduced by
an extra in-traversal and are then said to be reducible.
As an example of Group 2, we give the topologies and
respective optimal covers of leaf composition p1, 1, 3, 0q
and its reduction p1, 1, 1, 0q in Figure 9.
TABLE 3
All 25 residual leaf compositions of Group 2
Reduction Bound 2
Case 1 Case 2
p1, 1, ℓH, 0q p2, 1, ℓH, 0q p2, 2, ℓH, 0q
p1, 1, 1, 0q p2, 1, 1, 0q p2, 2, 1, 0q
p1, 1, 2, 0q p2, 1, 2, 0q p2, 2, 2, 0q
p1, 1, 3, 0q
Reduction Bound 3
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
p1, 1, 0, ℓABq p2, 1, 0, ℓABq p2, 2, 0, ℓABq
p1, 1, 0, 1q p2, 1, 0, 1q p2, 2, 0, 1q
p1, 1, 0, 2q p2, 1, 0, 2q p2, 2, 0, 2q
p2, 1, 0, 3q p2, 2, 0, 3q
p2, 2, 0, 4q
Reduction Bound 4
Case 1 Case 2
p1, 0, 1, ℓABq p1, 0, 2, ℓABq p2, 0, 1, ℓABq p2, 0, 2, ℓABq
p1, 0, 1, 1q p1, 0, 2, 1q p2, 0, 1, 1q p2, 0, 2, 1q
p1, 0, 1, 2q p1, 0, 2, 2q p2, 0, 1, 2q p2, 0, 2, 2q
p2, 0, 2, 3q
Group 3: Residual trees with four non-empty canon-
ical subtrees, defined by Reduction Bound 5, whose
cases 2 and 3 include residual leaf compositions with
three or four leaves in subtree ΥpLABq, containing re-
ducible topologies. In total, this group includes 20 resid-
ual leaf compositions listed in Table 4. The complete
enumeration is given in Appendix 2. As an example, we
consider the leaf composition (2,2,2,3). The non-reducible
topologies and respective optimal covers are shown in
Figure 12, and the ones reducible to (2,2,2,1) are shown
in Figure 13, both in Appendix 2.
4.2.4 Proof of correctness and complexity
The correctness of our approach is a consequence of
the correctness of Reduction Bounds 1 to 5 and the
enumeration of all possible residual trees, as stated in
the following theorem.
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Non-reducible topology of leaf composition p1, 1, 3, 0q:
both ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq isolated, solo leaf, no tag mates
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Topologies of leaf composition p1, 1, 3, 0q reducible to p1, 1, 1, 0q
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(iii) both ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq isolated, no solo leaf, no mates
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Fig. 9. Leaf composition p1, 1, 3, 0q has a single non-
reducible topology (with both ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq isolated,
solo leaf and no tag mates) and three reducible topologies
(symmetric cases of (i) and (ii) are omitted).
Theorem 5: Given a tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq, let
τ be the sum of the cost of applying the appropriate
Reduction Bound (among 1-5) to T˝ pα, βq and the cost
of covering the obtained residual tree TR˝ pα, βq, that can
be found in the full enumeration (in Appendix 2). The
value τ is optimal, that is, τ “ τ˚pα, βq.
Proof: Reduction Bounds 1 to 5 (whose proofs are
given in Appendix 1) give the number of safe balanced
in-traversals that we can use to reduce each canonical
subtree. For the residual trees, the exhaustive enumera-
tion of all topologies guarantees that we can always find
an optimal cover.
The following considerations show that the topology
description that we consider contains all necessary prop-
erties to the search of optimal covers.
Since the cost of an in-traversal of canonical subtree
TABLE 4
All 20 residual leaf compositions of Group 3
Reduction Bound 5
Case 1 Case 2
p1, 1, 1, ℓABq p1, 1, 2, ℓABq p2, 1, 1, ℓABq
(1,1,1,1) (1,1,2,1) (2,1,1,1)
(1,1,1,2) (1,1,2,2) (2,1,1,2)
(1,1,2,3) (2,1,1,3)
Case 3
p2, 1, 2, ℓABq p2, 2, 1, ℓABq p2, 2, 2, ℓABq
(2,1,2,1) (2,2,1,1) (2,2,2,1)
(2,1,2,2) (2,2,1,2) (2,2,2,2)
(2,1,2,3) (2,2,1,3) (2,2,2,3)
(2,1,2,4) (2,2,1,4) (2,2,2,4)
ΥpLq is at most the same as the cost of an out-traversal
between ΥpLq and any other canonical subtree, in the
absence of bad links and if each canonical subtree has an
even number of leaves, it is clear that with in-traversals
only we cover the tree optimally.
Otherwise, bad links, tag mates and solo leaf are suf-
ficient properties to drive our search for optimal covers:
‚ Note that, if long bad links exist, one can find an
optimal cover by attempting to cover them by only
three types of paths: (1) indel-saving out-traversals,
(2) indel-saving semi-traversals (with tag mates) and
(3) indel-neutral out-traversals. (Another possibility
would be to have bridges, that are paths connecting
two internal nodes. Indeed, an optimal cover can
contain a bridge, but in this case there is always
an alternative optimal cover composed of traversals,
semi-traversals and at most one short path - see
Proposition 5 in Appendix 1.) Therefore, besides the
leaves, tag mates are the only nodes we have to
consider to cover bad links.
‚ As explained in Section 4.2.1, if there are unpaired
leaves, only in the clean subtree we need to be
careful and keep the solo leaf, that is in a short leaf-
branch of T˝ pα, βq, to be the last leaf to be paired.
For tagged leaves, it makes no difference whether
the leaf is in a short or in a long leaf-branch, unless
originally the corresponding subtree is composed
of a single leaf (in this case, the leaf being in a
short leaf-branch is equivalent to the correspond-
ing subtree being non-isolated, a condition that is
considered when we enumerate the covers of all
possible residual trees).
With respect to the complexity, the critical point is
finding solo-safe reductions of the clean subtree, which
results in a quadratic procedure.
Lemma 4: The time and space complexity of our pro-
cedure of computing the inversion-indel distance is
quadratic in the number of markers |G| ` |A| ` |B|.
Proof: In Appendix 1.
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5 Conclusion
In this work we have completed the study of the
inversion-indel distance between two chromosomes α
and β with unequal contents, by presenting an approach
to compute the extra cost τ˚pα, βq of sorting bad compo-
nents of the relational diagram Rpα, βq. We gave easy-to-
compute lower and upper bounds. For the intermediate
instances, our approach is based on the composition of
several properties of tagged component trees and the
enumeration of optimal covers of a long list of minimal
residual trees that can be obtained by reducing them.
The whole procedure can be done in quadratic time and
space on the number of markers |G| ` |A| ` |B|.
In future work, it seems now possible to address the
more general problem of computing the multichromo-
somal genomic distance [2] with insertions and deletions
using techniques similar to those used in this paper com-
bined with the more general component tree presented
in [8].
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1Appendix 1: Omitted Proofs and Algorithms
Proofs
The bounds given by Proposition 2 and Reduction Bounds 1 to 5 were set assuming the worst case of fully separated
trees. The reason is that, if a fully separated tree T1 and non fully separated tree T2 have the same number of leaves
per canonical subtree, in T1 we might need to keep more leaves for covering bad links. In other words, if, together
with the reduction, some amount of remaining leaves is enough for giving an optimal cover of T1, the same number
is clearly enough for giving an optimal cover of T2.
Proposition 2: Each of the canonical subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves in any
tagged component tree.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we will do the case analsis considering only ΥpLAq. First suppose we have
a tagged component tree with two non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLq. Then suppose ΥpLAq has three
leaves and all of them are endpoints of out-traversals to canonical subtree ΥpLq. In this case we could replace two
out-traversals between ΥpLAq and ΥpLq by an in-traversal of ΥpLAq and an in-traversal of ΥpLq. Note that L can be
either LB or LH, but in both cases this replacement would lead to a smaller cost than the original traversals. Now
suppose we have a tagged component tree with three non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q. Then
suppose ΥpLAq has three leaves and two of them are endpoints of out-traversals to canonical subtree ΥpL1q, while
the third leaf of ΥpLAq is endpoint of an out-traversal to canonical subtree ΥpL2q. In this case we could replace an
out-traversal between ΥpLAq and ΥpL1q and the out-traversal between ΥpLAq and ΥpL2q by an in-traversal of ΥpLAq
and an out-traversal between ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q. By assigning the possible canonical subtrees to L1 and L2, one can
verify that this replacement would lead to at most the same cost as the original traversals. (A similar analysis can
be done for the case in which the tagged component tree has four non-empty canonical subtrees.) Clearly, if a
reduction from 3 to 1 is possible, then a reduction from 4 to 2 is also possible.
Reduction Bound 1: Two non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q such that L1 and L2 share no tag: Let
ℓ1 “ |L1| and ℓ2 “ |L2|. Without loss of generality, assume that ΥpL1q is tagged. Given that w P t1, 2u is the cost of
an in-traversal of ΥpL2q (that can be tagged or clean), the number of leaves in both subtrees ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q can
be safely reduced to one or two, with cost tpℓ1 ´ 1q{2u` w tpℓ2 ´ 1q{2u.
Proof: Two leaves from each canonical subtree are sufficient to cover the possible bad link between them and
compensate an unpaired leaf from the other subtree. It is then clear that, if ℓ1 ě 4 (respect. ℓ2 ě 4), it can be reduced
to 2 or 3 by preserving reductions (Lemma 2) that are safe. The question now is whether ℓ1 and/or ℓ2 can still be
reduced from three to one. If one subtree has only one leaf, it is clear that we can reduce the other from three
leaves to one. If both subtrees have three leaves, it is clear that both can be reduced to one leaf. If one subtree has
three leaves and the other has two, we have the following possibilities:
(i) L1 is either LA or LAB and L2 “ LH: in this case we have one out-traversal to cover the bad link. Suppose we
have a cover that contains another out-traversal. This cover would have a cost of five. However, if instead we do
an in-traversal in each canonical subtree, we also have a cost of five, therefore this reduction is safe.
(ii) L1 “ LA and L2 “ LB: the reduction in this case was proven to be safe by Proposition 2.
The following proposition will be used to prove the correctness of Reduction Bounds 2 to 4.
Proposition 3: The bad links of a fully separated tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq with three non-empty canonical
subtrees ΥpL1q, ΥpL2q and ΥpL3q can be covered by two paths, one connecting ΥpL1q and ΥpL2q, and the other
connecting ΥpL1q and ΥpL3q.
Proof: We simply refer to Figure 3 (ii-b) of the paper. It is clear that if we pick any of the three subtrees, say
subtree no. 1, a pair with a path between subtrees 1 and 2 and a path between subtrees 1 and 3 covers all bad links
of the tagged component tree.
2Reduction Bound 2: Three non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq, and ΥpLHq:
1) If ℓA and ℓB are odd, and given that n “ maxtℓH, 2u, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can
be safely reduced to one, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to two or three,
with cost pℓA ´ 1q{2` pℓB ´ 1q{2` 2 tpn´ 2q{2u.
2) Otherwise ℓA is even, the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLAq can be safely reduced to two and the number of
leaves in subtrees ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost pℓA ´ 2q{2` tpℓB ´ 1q{2u`
2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u.
Proof: Proposition 2 guarantees that ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves. Since all bad
links can be covered by two out-traversals (Proposition 3), we need to reserve two leaves from ΥpLHq to cover
the bad links, and two other leaves from ΥpLHq to possibly compensate unpaired leaves in the other two subtrees,
meaning that the number of leaves in ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to four or five. Further reductions depend on
the following case analysis.
Case 1: Note that, if ℓA is odd and ℓB is odd, they can be both reduced to one and we do not need to compensate
unpaired leaves. Then the number of leaves in ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to two or three. Let us examine whether
we could still reduce from three to one: if both tagged subtrees are isolated and the tree has the solo leaf, such
a reduction could either create a new leaf or transform the solo leaf into a leaf in a long leaf-branch, being then
unsafe. Therefore in this case the bounds for the clean subtree are two or three.
Case 2: Now let ℓA be even. Suppose that we have five leaves in ΥpLHq, two leaves in ΥpLBq and four out-
traversals involving ΥpLHq. We could then replace, at the same cost, two of these out-traversals by an in-traversal
of ΥpLHq and an out-traversal between ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq. But then we would have a triangle covering the bad links,
therefore we could replace one other out-traversal between ΥpLHq and ΥpLAq by an in-traversal of ΥpLHq (covering
its unpaired leaf) and an in-traversal of ΥpLAq, at the same cost. (A similar analysis could be done for the case
of a single leaf in ΥpLBq.) Consequently, if the number of leaves in ΥpLHq is odd, it can be safely reduced to one.
Clearly, if the number of leaves in ΥpLHq is even, it can be safely reduced to two.
Reduction Bound 3: Three non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq, and ΥpLABq:
1) If both ℓA and ℓB are odd, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one
and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost pℓA ´ 1q{2` pℓB ´
1q{2` tpℓAB ´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, ℓA is even. If ℓB is odd and given that n “ maxtℓAB, 2u, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq
can be safely reduced to two, the number of leaves in ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one and the number of
leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to two or three, with cost pℓA ´ 2q{2` pℓB ´ 1q{2` tpn´ 2q{2u.
3) Finally, both ℓA and ℓB are even and n “ maxtℓAB, 3u. The number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can
be safely reduced to two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to three or four,
with cost pℓA ´ 2q{2` pℓB ´ 2q{2` tpn´ 3q{2u.
Proof: Proposition 2 guarantees that ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves. Since all bad
links can be covered by two out-traversals (Proposition 3), we need to reserve two leaves from ΥpLABq to cover
the bad links and two other leaves from ΥpLABq to possibly compensate unpaired leaves in the other two subtrees,
meaning that the number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to four or five. Further reductions depend on
the following case analysis.
Case 1: Note that, if ℓA is odd and ℓB is odd, they can be both reduced to one and we do not need to compensate
unpaired leaves. Then number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to two or three. But actually we could
still reduce from three to one: suppose the unpaired (third) leaf of subtree ΥpLABq is covered by an out-traversal to
one of the other two subtrees. At the same cost we could replace it by an in-traversal of ΥpLABq. Therefore in this
case ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two.
Case 2: Now let ℓA be even, that is reduced to two, and ℓB be odd, that is reduced to one. The number of leaves
in ΥpLABq can be then safely reduced to three or four. But actually we could still reduce from four to two: suppose
3the unpaired (fourth) leaf of subtree ΥpLABq is covered by an out-traversal to one of the other two subtrees. At the
same cost we could replace it by an in-traversal of ΥpLABq. Therefore in this case ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to
two or three.
Case 3: Finally, if ℓA is even and ℓB is even, they can be both reduced to two. The number of leaves in ΥpLABq can
be then safely reduced to four or five. But actually we could still reduce from five to three: suppose the unpaired
(fifth) leaf of subtree ΥpLABq is covered by an out-traversal to one of the other two subtrees. At the same cost we
could replace it by an in-traversal of ΥpLABq. Therefore in this case ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to three or four.
Reduction Bound 4: Three non-empty canonical subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLHq, and ΥpLABq:
1) If at least one value among ℓA and ℓH is odd, the number of leaves in each subtree can be safely reduced to
one or two, with cost tpℓA ´ 1q{2u` 2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u` tpℓAB ´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, both ℓA and ℓH are even and n “ maxtℓAB, 2u. Then the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq and
ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to two
or three, with cost pℓA ´ 2q{2` pℓH ´ 2q ` tpn´ 2q{2u.
Proof: Proposition 2 guarantees that ΥpLAq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves. We also know that all
bad links can be covered by two out-traversals (Proposition 3) and we can always pair ΥpLABq with ΥpLAq and
ΥpLHq with one of the other two subtrees. Note that ΥpLABq is a more “powerful” version of ΥpLBq, therefore in
the following analysis we can often generalize the statements of Reduction Bound 2.
Case 1: Suppose ℓA is odd, being reduced to one.
‚ If ℓH is odd and ℓAB is odd, by generalizing Reduction Bound 2 – Case 1, we know that ΥpLABq can be safely
reduced to one and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to three. But, actually, here ΥpLHq can also be reduced from
three to one: one leaf is enough to cover the eventual bad link separating ΥpLHq from Υ
`
LH
˘
.
‚ If ℓH is odd and ℓAB is even, by generalizing Reduction Bound 2 – Case 2, we know that ΥpLABq can be safely
reduced to two and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to one.
‚ If ℓH is even and ℓAB is odd, by generalizing Reduction Bound 2 – Case 2, we know that ΥpLABq can be safely
reduced to one and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to two.
Case 2: Suppose ℓA is even, being reduced to two.
‚ If ℓH is odd, by generalizing Reduction Bound 2 – Case 2, we know that ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to one
and the number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two.
‚ If ℓH is even, by generalizing Reduction Bound 2 – Case 2, we know that ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to
two. Then the number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to three or four. But actually we can still
reduce it from four to two: suppose we have two out-traversals between subtrees ΥpLABq and ΥpLAq and two
out-traversals between subtrees ΥpLABq and ΥpLHq. We could then replace one out-traversal between ΥpLABq
and ΥpLAq and one out-traversal between ΥpLABq and ΥpLHq by one out-traversal between ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq
and one in-traversal of ΥpLABq. Therefore in this case ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to two.
The following proposition will be used to prove the correctness of Reduction Bound 5.
Proposition 4: The bad links of a fully separated tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq with four non-empty canonical
subtrees ΥpL1q, ΥpL2q, ΥpL3q and ΥpL4q, such that ΥpL1 Y L2q is separated from ΥpL3 Y L4q can be covered by two
“crossing” paths, that either connect ΥpL1q to ΥpL3q and ΥpL2q to ΥpL4q or connect ΥpL1q to ΥpL4q and ΥpL2q to
ΥpL3q.
Proof: We simply refer to Figure 3 (ii-c) of the paper. Note that partition subtrees Υp1 Y 3q and Υp2 Y 4q are
co-rooted. It is then clear that a pair with a path between subtrees 1 and 3 and a path between subtrees 2 and 4
covers all bad links of the tagged component tree. A second choice also exists, because Υp1 Y 4q and Υp2 Y 3q are
4also co-rooted. Therefore a pair with a path between subtrees 1 and 4 and a path between subtrees 2 and 3 also
covers all bad links of the tagged component tree.
Reduction Bound 5: Four non-empty canonical subtrees:
1) If all ℓA, ℓB and ℓH are odd, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq, ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to
one, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two, with cost pℓA ´ 1q{2`
pℓB ´ 1q{2` pℓH ´ 1q ` tpℓAB ´ 1q{2u.
2) Otherwise, if ℓB is odd and among ℓA and ℓH one value is odd and the other is even, we set n “ maxtℓAB, 2u.
The number of leaves in subtree ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLAq
and ΥpLHq can be safely reduced to one or two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely
reduced to two or three, with cost tpℓA ´ 1q{2u` pℓB ´ 1q{2` 2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u` tpn´ 2q{2u.
3) Finally, if ℓA is even and at least one value among ℓB and ℓH is also even, we set n “ maxtℓAB, 3u. The number
of leaves in subtree ΥpLAq can be safely reduced to two, the number of leaves in subtrees ΥpLBq and ΥpLHq
can be safely reduced to one or two, and the number of leaves in subtree ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to
three or four, with cost pℓA ´ 2q{2` tpℓB ´ 1q{2u` 2tpℓH ´ 1q{2u` tpn´ 3q{2u.
Proof: Proposition 2 guarantees that ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq can be safely reduced to one or two leaves. Since a tree
with four canonical subtrees is a generalization of case 2 of Reduction Bound 2, we also know that ΥpLHq can be
safely reduced to one or two leaves. Furthermore, all bad links can be covered by two out-traversals (Proposition 4).
Therefore we can cover the eventual bad links by pairing ΥpLHq with either ΥpLAq or ΥpLBq and ΥpLABq with either
ΥpLAq or ΥpLBq. We now need to examine the bounds for the subtree ΥpLABq.
Case 1: Note that, if ℓA is odd, ℓB is odd and ℓH is odd, they can all be reduced to one. Consequently, the number
of leaves in ΥpLABq can be safely reduced to one or two.
Case 2: Now let ℓB be odd, that is reduced to one, and let one of ℓA or ℓH be also odd, that is reduced to one,
and the other one even, that is reduced to two. In order to cover the unpaired leaf in ΥpLAq or ΥpLHq, the number
of leaves in ΥpLABq can then be safely reduced to two or three.
Case 3: Finally, we have that ℓA is even and can be safely reduced to two. Furthermore, at least one value among
ℓB and ℓH is also even and can be safely reduced to two.
‚ Suppose first that either ℓB or ℓH is odd, being reduced to one. Then the number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be
safely reduced to three or four.
‚ Now suppose that both ℓB and ℓH are even, being reduced to two. Then the number of leaves in ΥpLABq can be
safely reduced to four or five. But actually we can still reduce it from five to three: suppose that the unpaired
(fifth) leaf of subtree ΥpLABq is covered by an out-traversal to one of the other three subtrees. At most at the
same cost we could replace it by an in-traversal of ΥpLABq. Therefore in this case ΥpLABq can be safely reduced
to three or four.
The following proposition helps us to complete the proof of correctness of our approach.
Proposition 5: Any tagged component tree T˝ pα, βq has an optimal cover that includes no bridge (a path connecting
two internal nodes of T˝ pα, βq).
Proof: Any indel-neutral bridge can be elongated to connect two leaves with at most the same cost. We can
then assume that, if an optimal cover must include a bridge, it is indel-saving. The cases of clean leaves only or
leaves that share one tag are covered by Theorems 3 and 4.
Now we will prove the case of a component tree with two non-empty canonical subtrees whose leaves share no
tag. By generalizing the statements of Theorems 3 and 4, we can assume that there is an optimal cover that has no
bridge connecting two nodes that belong to the same canonical subtree. Therefore, such a bridge either connects
one node of each subtree to one node of the other, or if there is bad link P between the subtrees, it can connect
two nodes from P or a node from P and a node from one of the two subtrees. But, if we have such a bridge, we
5have no out-traversal nor semi-traversal, otherwise these would cover the same nodes covered by the bridge. This
means that all the leaves of the two canonical subtrees are then covered by in-traversals or paths connecting a leaf
to an internal node of the same canonical subtree. We then have two types of cases:
(i) ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq – such an indel-saving bridge would lead to an overall cost of w “ rℓA{2s`rℓB{2s`1. If instead
we replace this bridge by an indel-saving out-semitraversal, we get the cost of w1 “ rpℓA ´ 1q{2s` rℓB{2s` 1 ď w.
(ii) ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq: (a) ℓH is odd – such an indel-saving bridge would lead to an overall cost of w “ rℓA{2s`
ℓHp`1q ` 1 and can be replaced by an indel-neutral out-traversal, resulting in the cost of w
1 “ rpℓA ´ 1q{2s` ℓH ´
1 ` 2 “ rpℓA ´ 1q{2s ` ℓH ` 1 ď w; (b) ℓH is even and LA ě 2 – such an indel-saving bridge would lead to an
overall cost of w “ rℓA{2s` ℓH ` 1 and can be replaced by two indel-neutral out-traversals, resulting in the cost of
w1 “ rpℓA ´ 2q{2s` ℓH ´ 2` 4 “ rℓA{2s` ℓH ` 1 “ w; (c) ℓH is even and LA “ 1 – such an indel-saving bridge would
lead to an overall cost of w “ 1` ℓH ` 1 “ ℓH ` 2 and can be replaced by one indel-neutral out-traversal, resulting
in the cost of w1 “ ℓH ` 2 “ w.
For trees with three or four types of leaves we can develop a similar proof, but with more cases to be analyzed.
Lemma 4: The time and space complexity of our procedure of computing the inversion-indel distance is quadratic
in the number of markers |G| ` |A| ` |B|.
Proof: Let n “ |G| ` |A| ` |B|. The relational graph Rpα, βq, its number of cycles, their indel-potentials and the
components can be computed in Opnq time [5], [7], [13]. The tagged component tree can also be constructed in
Opnq time [13]. For our transformation of the chained tagged component tree Tpα, βq into the tagged component
tree T˝ pα, βq, we traverse T in a bottom-up manner and recursively perform flower-contractions. For each removed
tagged good leaf, its tag set is added to the one of its neighbor. While doing this, we obtain the sets of leaves LA,
LB, LH and LAB.
We then need to obtain the non-empty canonical subtrees and bad links separating them. For each leaf class L,
we again traverse the tree in a bottom-up manner. For each leaf in L we proceed until we find a branching vertex,
that we will call subroot of L. After all leaves of L are visited, we repeat the procedure for all subroots of disjoint
subtrees of L, until we get a single connected subtree. After repeating this procedure for all non-empty leaf classes,
the bad vertices that were not visited are then bad links. All traversals of the tree can be done in Opkq time, where
k ď n is the number of nodes of T˝ pα, βq.
For the reduction, we can obtain the set of balanced in-traversals of each canonical subtree in Opkq time [14]. The
reduction of each tagged canonical subtree requires another traversal of the tree and also takes Opkq time.
After reducing the tagged canonical subtrees, but before performing the reduction of the clean subtree ΥpLHq
we still need to examine whether the tree has the solo leaf. The candidates can be found by detecting leaves in
short leaf-branches, a procedure already described in [13], but we still need to check for each candidate whether
it is indeed a solo leaf. The only approach we could devise so far tests all possible hypotheses (no solo leaf and
each clean short leaf-branch of T˝ pα, βq as solo leaf) and takes one that results in the smallest cover cost. In order
to get the cover cost of each possible residual subtree, we need to examine its topology. Non-canonical partition
subtrees and tag mates can be obtained by a single traversal of the residual tree, that takes Opkq time. Once we
have obtained all required properties, we can look up the optimal cover cost at the residual leaf composition
enumeration (in Appendix 2). Therefore, the step of determining the solo leaf together with reducing the clean
subtree and obtaining the cover of the residual tree has time complexity Opkℓq, where ℓ is the number of leaves
in ΥpLHq. Since ℓ ď k ď n, the time complexity of this step is Opn
2q and it dominates the complexity of the whole
procedure.
In summary, the time complexity of our approach is Opn2q.
6Algorithms
Algorithm 2 computes the residual tree of any tagged component tree based on Reduction Bounds 1 to 5. We
observe that the reduction of tagged subtrees do not affect the solo leaf candidates. In fact a reduction can increase
the length of a leaf-branch, turning a short into a long leaf-branch, as shown in Figure 10. However, this is a very
limited behaviour that only happens when the reduction is not balanced, as in the reduction from 3 to one leaf,
and can be prevented by the choice of the leaf to be kept in this reduction (see more details below). Therefore it is
safe to detect the solo leaf after reducing all tagged subtrees.
7Algorithm 2 ResidualTreeWithOptimalCoverCost
Input: tagged component tree T˝
Output: residual tree TR˝ and optimal cover cost w
LA :“ set of A-leaves in T˝ ; LB :“ set of B-leaves in T˝ ; LAB :“ set of AB-leaves in T˝ ;
ℓA :“ |LA|; ℓB :“ |LB|; ℓAB :“ |LAB|; T
R
˝ :“ T˝ ;
// Subtree ΥpLAq can be reduced to one or two leaves in all Reduction Bounds
if |LA| ě 4 then
pTR˝ , LAq :“ PerformBalancedSimultaneousReductionpT
R
˝ ,LA, true,nullq; // Algorithm 3
if |LA| “ 3 then
pTR˝ , LAq :“ ReduceFrom3to1pT
R
˝ ,LAq; // Algorithm 4
// Subtree ΥpLBq can be reduced to one or two leaves in all Reduction Bounds
if |LB| ě 4 then
pTR˝ , LBq :“ PerformBalancedSimultaneousReductionpT
R
˝ , LB, true,nullq; // Algorithm 3
if |LB| “ 3 then
pTR˝ , LBq :“ ReduceFrom3to1pT
R
˝ ,LBq; // Algorithm 4
w “
ℓA´|LA|
2
`
ℓB´|LB|
2
;
if (|LB| ą |LA|) then
“swap” A-nodes with B-nodes in TR˝ ;
if |LAB| ě 3 then
ℓR
H
:“ number of clean leaves in TR˝ ; // ℓ
R
H
stores the residual number of leaves of ΥpLHq
if ℓR
H
is odd then ℓR
H
:“ 1;
else if ℓR
H
ą 0 then ℓR
H
:“ 2;
canReduceTo2 :“ false;
if |LAB| is even then
// Subtree ΥpLABq can usually be reduced to two leaves,
// except for particular cases of Reduction Bounds 3 to 5.
if (|LB| “ 0q or (ℓ
R
H
“ 0 and |LA| ` |LB| ă 4) or (ℓ
R
H
ą 0 and |LA| ` |LB| ` ℓ
R
H
ă 5) then
canReduceTo2 :“ true;
if |LAB| ě 5 or canReduceTo2 then
pTR˝ , LABq :“ PerformBalancedSimultaneousReductionpT
R
˝ ,LAB, canReduceTo2,nullq; // Algorithm 3
if |LAB| “ 3 then
// Subtree ΥpLABq can usually be reduced to one leaf,
// except for particular cases of Reduction Bounds 3 to 5.
if (|LB| “ 0 and |LA| ` ℓ
R
H
ă 4) or (ℓR
H
“ 0 and |LA| ` |LB| ă 3) or (|LB| ą 0 and ℓ
R
H
ą 0 and |LA| ` |LB| ` ℓ
R
H
ă 4) then
pTR˝ ,LABq :“ ReduceFrom3to1pT
R
˝ ,LABq; // Algorithm 4
w “ w`
ℓAB´|LAB|
2 ;
pTR˝ ,wq :“ ExhaustiveSearchOfResidualTreepT
R
˝ ,wq; // Algorithm 5 reduces ΥpLHq and determines the existence of solo leaf
Return pTR˝ ,wq;
8Reducing a canonical subtree from ℓ ě 4 to 2 (if ℓ is even) or 3 (if ℓ is odd) is described in Algorithm 3: it suffices
to take any set of balanced in-traversals (keeping the solo leaf if the reduced subtree is clean). In fact, this algorithm
uses a generalization of a balanced reduction. Let P be a set of balanced in-traversals of some canonical subtree
of T˝ pα, βq. A simultaneous P-reduction of T˝ pα, βq results in a smaller tagged component tree as follows. Let T1 be
the tagged tree obtained from T˝ pα, βq by replacing each bad node b of each P P P by a good node g, such that
tagpgq “ tagpbq. Then T´P˝ pα, βq is the flower-contracted version of T
1.
Algorithm 3 PerformBalancedSimultaneousReduction
Input: tagged component tree TR˝ , class of leaves L, boolean canReduceTo2, solo leaf candidate s
Output: smaller tagged component tree (in which ΥpLq is reduced to two leaves, if |L| is even and canReduceTo2 is true; or to
three leaves, if |L| is odd; or to four leaves, if |L| is even and canReduceTo2 is false) and updated set L
L1 :“ copy of L;
if |L1| is odd then
u :“ s;
if (u “ null) then
u :“ any leaf of ΥpL1q; // if in a tagged subtree or if there is no solo leaf candidate
L1 :“ L1ztuu;
// after this step |L1| is even
P :“ set of
|L1|
2 in-traversals covering ΥpL
1q // Algorithm 1
// if originally |L| was even
if |L| is even then
if (s , null) then
remove from P the in-traversal that has s as an endpoint;
else
remove from P any in-traversal;
if (ℓ is odd) or (not canReduceTo2) then
remove from P any in-traversal;
TR˝ :“ T
R´P
˝ ; // apply the simultaneous P-reduction in T
R
˝
remove from L all leaves except for those that remain in TR˝ ;
Return pTR˝ ,Lq;
Reducing a canonical subtree from ℓ “ 3 to 1 is described in Algorithm 4: here we need to take one leaf to be
kept, while the other two are used for the reduction. In order to prevent the risk of creating a new bad leaf with the
reduction and/or the risk of selecting an unsafe reduction, it is necessary to be careful with the decision of the leaf
to be kept, that we call essential leaf. Sometimes two or even the three leaves are suitable to be essential, but, since
it suffices to identify a single one, the first one that is found is called the essential leaf. It is identified as follows:
‚ It is the leaf of a leaf-branch of ΥpLq that is also a leaf-branch of T˝ pα, βq, if there is any. This case avoids
the “destruction” of a possible solo leaf, as illustrated in Figure 10. It also avoids other unsafe reductions, as
illustrated in Figure 11, parts (i) and (ii).
‚ Otherwise at least one node of each leaf-branch Pi of ΥpLq is connected to T˝ pα, βqzΥpLq; then let FpPiq be the
subgraph of T˝ pα, βqzΥpLq that is connected to the leaf-branch Pi and the set SpPiq be the superset of the tag sets
of the leafs of T˝ pα, βq that are in FpPiq. If, for two leaf-branches P1 and P2 of ΥpLq, we have SpP1qXSpP2q ,H,
then any of the two leaves in P1 or P2 is the essential leaf. This case avoids that a canonical subtree become
isolated, as illustrated in Figure 11, part (iii).
‚ Otherwise any leaf of ΥpLq is the essential leaf.
9Algorithm 4 ReduceFrom3to1
Input: tagged component tree TR˝ and class of leaves L (with |L| “ 3)
Output: smaller tagged component tree (in which ΥpLq is reduced to one leaf) and updated set L
u :“ essential leaf of ΥpLq;
L :“ Lztuu;
P :“ path connecting Lr1s to Lr2s;
TR˝ :“ T
R´P
˝ ; // apply the P-reduction in T
R
˝
Return pTR˝ , tuuq;
ΥpLAq
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐u
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
②✐v
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
T˝ Reduced by a2

a3 Reduced by a1

a2
Leaf a1 is essential
(i)
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
u
②✐
c1
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a1
˚
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
˚
②✐
v
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
②✐
②✐
c2
τ˚“4
a1

a3 , a2
 
c2,

c1 ; or
a1

a2, a1

a3, c1
 
c2
✚✚ ❩❩
②A
pa2 ,u, v, a3q
②✐
c1
②✐
②✐
②✐②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐
c2
(safe)
τ˚“3
a1
 
c2,

c1 ; or
a1

pa2 , u, v, a3q, c1
 
c2
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
②✐v
②Apa1 , u, a2q
②✐
c1
②✐
②✐A
a3
②✐
②✐
c2
(safe)
τ˚“3
c1
 
c2, a3

pa1 ,u, a2q
(ii)
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
u
②✐
c
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a1
˚
②✐
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
˚
②✐
v
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
②✐
②✐AB
x
τ˚“3
a2

a3, a1

x,

c
✚✚ ❩❩
②A
pa2 ,u, v, a3q
②✐
c
②✐
②✐
②✐②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐AB
x
(safe)
τ˚“2
a1

x,

c
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
②✐v
②Apa1 , u, a2q
②✐
c
②✐
②✐A
a3
②✐
②✐AB
x
(unsafe)
τ˚“3
c
 
x, a3

x
Fig. 10. Examples showing that a careless reduction on ΥpLAq can “destroy” a solo leaf. In (i) the given T˝ has an
optimal cover with a short path covering clean leaf c1. This solo leaf in non-mandatory: there is also an alternative
optimal cover including only traversals. After the reduction a1

 a2, the leaf c1 is in a long leaf-branch and cannot be
covered by a short path, nevertheless this reduction is safe. In (ii) we have a T˝ with a mandatory solo leaf. Again,
after the reduction a1

a2, the leaf c1 is in a long leaf-branch and cannot be covered by a short path, and in this case
the reduction is indeed unsafe. Note that this can only happen when the reduction takes an in-traversal connecting
consecutive leaves in the assumed circular order, and this is only possible when reducing from 3 to 1. Fortunately, this
side effect is easily prevented by the choice of the essential leaf.
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ΥpLAq
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐v
②✐u
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
T˝ Reduced by a1

a2 Reduced by a1

a3 Reduced by a2

a3
Leaf a3 is essential Leaf a2 is essential
(i)
②✐u
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐B
b
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐v
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
˚
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
˚
τ˚“3
a1

a2, b
 
a3
✁✁ ❆❆
②Apa1,u, v, a2q
②✐B
b
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
τ˚“2
b
 
a3
✁✁ ❆❆
②Apa1,u, v, a3q
②✐B
b
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
τ˚“2
b
 
a2
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐B
b
②✐A
u
pa2, v, a3q
τ˚“2
a1

u,

b
(safe) (safe) (new leaf but safe)
(ii)
②✐u
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐B
b
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐v
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
˚
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
˚
τ˚“3
a1

a2, b
 
a3
✁✁ ❆❆
②Apa1,u, v, a2q
②✐
②✐B
b
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a3
τ˚“2
b
 
a3
✁✁ ❆❆
②Apa1,u, v, a3q
②✐
②✐B
b
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
τ˚“2
b
 
a2
✚✚ ❩❩
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐B
b
②✐A
u
pa2, v, a3q
τ˚“3
a1

u, a1
 
b
(safe) (safe) (new leaf and unsafe)
(iii)
②✐u
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐
c
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐v
✚✚
②✐
②✐
②✐B
b1
②✐
②✐A
a2
˚
②✐
❩❩
②✐
②✐A
a3
˚ ②✐B
b2
τ˚“4
a1

a2, a3
 
c, b1

b2
✚✚ ❩❩
②Apa1,u, v, a2q
②✐
②✐
c
②✐
②✐B
b1
②✐
❩❩
②✐
②✐A
a3
②✐B
b2
τ˚“3
a3
 
c, b1

b2
✚✚ ❩❩
②Apa1,u, v, a3q
②✐
②✐
c
②✐B
b2
❩❩
②✐
②✐
②✐A
a2
②✐
②✐B
b1
τ˚“3
a2
 
c, b1

b2
   ❅❅
②✐u
✁✁ ❆❆
②✐
②✐A
a1
②✐
②✐
c
✁✁ ❆❆
②A pa2, v, a3q
②✐
②✐B
b1
②✐B
b2
τ˚“4
a1
 
b1, c
 
b2
(safe) (safe) (unsafe)
Fig. 11. Examples of reduction of canonical subtree ΥpLAq from 3 leaves to one leaf. In all examples the possible
essential leaves are a2 and a3, marked with a ˚. In (i) and (ii) only the leaf-branch ending in a1 intersects T˝ . Indeed,
if a1 is kept by the reduction, node u becomes a leaf in the reduced tree, and the reduction can be safe or unsafe. If
any of the possible essential leaves is kept, the number of leaves is reduced by two and the reduction is safe. In (iii) all
three leaf-branches of ΥpLAq intersect T˝ . Since two branches intersect a leaf-branch of ΥpLBq, their respective leaves
are the possible essential leaves. The reduction is indeed safe if one of these two leaves is kept, otherwise it is unsafe.
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The only approach we could devise for determining the existence of the solo leaf tests all possible hypotheses
(no solo leaf and each clean short leaf-branch of T˝ pα, βq as solo leaf) and takes one that results in the smallest
cover cost. For that reason, reducing the clean subtree is done together with searching the solo leaf, as described
in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 ExhaustiveSearchOfResidualTree
Input: semi-residual tree TR˝ and partial reduction cost wred
Output: residual tree and optimal cover cost
LH :“ set of clean leaves of T
R
˝ ;
ℓH :“ |LH|;
canReduceTo1 :“ false;
if ℓH is odd then
// Subtree ΥpLHq can always be reduced to one leaf, except for Reduction Bound 2, first case.
ℓA :“ number of A-leaves of T
R
˝ ;
ℓB :“ number of B-leaves of T
R
˝ ;
ℓAB :“ number of AB-leaves of T
R
˝ ;
if ℓA , 1 or ℓB , 1 or ℓAB ą 0 then
canReduceTo1 :“ true;
// First we compute the residual tree assuming that there is no a priori solo leaf candidate
Tmin :“ copy of T
R
˝ ;
L :“ copy of LH;
if ℓH ě 4 then
pTmin,Lq “:“ PerformBalancedSimultaneousReductionpTmin, L, true,nullq; // Algorithm 3
wclean red :“ ℓH ´ |L|; // the cost of the reduction of ΥpLHq is the same, independently of the existence of solo leaf
if canReduceTo1 then
pTmin,Lq :“ ReduceFrom3to1pTmin,Lq; // Algorithm 4
wclean red :“ wclean red ` 2;
wmin :“ OptimalCoverCostOfpTminq; // Look up in Appendix 2
S :“ set of clean leaves in short leaf-branches of TR˝ ; // solo leaf candidates
// For each element s of S, we do the reduction of subtree ΥpLHq assuming that s is a potential solo leaf
for i “ 1 to |S| do
T :“ copy of TR˝ ; // Stores the residual tree keeping leaf Sris
L :“ copy of LH;
if ℓH ě 4 then
pT,Lq :“ PerformBalancedSimultaneousReductionpT,L, true,Srisq; // Algorithm 3
if canReduceTo1 then
L :“ LztSrisu;
P :“ path connecting Lr1s to Lr2s;
T :“ T´P; // apply the P-reduction in T
w :“ OptimalCoverCostOfpTq; // Look up in Appendix 2
if w ă wmin then
wmin :“ w;
Tmin :“ T;
w :“ wred ` wclean red ` wmin;
Return pTmin,wq;
1Appendix 2: Enumeration of Optimal Covers for Residual Trees
In this section we enumerate optimal covers and their respective costs for all topologies of residual trees that have
at least one leaf with non-empty tag set and at least two leaves that do not share a tag. Let ℓA be the number of
A-leaves, ℓB be the number of B-leaves, ℓH be the number of H-leaves and ℓAB be number of AB-leaves in a residual
tree. Recall that ℓA ď 2 for all residual trees. Due to the symmetry between A-nodes and B-nodes, we assume
without loss of generality that ℓA ě ℓB. The enumeration is kept as extensive as necessary but as simple as possible.
Residual trees are identified by their leaf composition
A leaf composition is represented by a tuple pℓA, ℓB, ℓH, ℓABq of four non negative values that always has ℓA in the
first position, ℓB in the second position, ℓH in the third position and ℓAB in the fourth position.
Examples:
p0, 0, 2, 1q: A leaf composition in which subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLBq are empty, subtree ΥpLHq has two leaves and
subtree ΥpLABq has one leaf.
(2,1,2,4): A leaf composition in which subtree ΥpLAq has two leaves, subtree ΥpLBq has one leaf, subtree ΥpLHq
has two leaves and subtree ΥpLAq has four leaves.
Nomenclature
General topologies of residual trees
Υ’ : The tagged component tree T
R
˝ is fully co-rooted.
Υô : The tagged component tree T
R
˝ is fully separated.
- ❛Υ : There is a short leaf-branch in TR˝ with a clean leaf.
Relations between partition subtrees are described by the following notation, presented with the help of examples.
Partition subtrees and their specific relations in possible topologies of residual trees
ΥA: The canonical subtree ΥpLAq.
ΥH`ΥB: The partition subtree ΥpLHYLBq, in which the canonical subtrees ΥpLHq and ΥpLBq may be co-rooted
or separated.
ΥA ’ΥAB: The partition subtree ΥpLA Y LABq, in which the subtrees ΥpLAq and ΥpLABq are co-rooted.
ΥH’Υ: The subtree ΥpLHq is non-isolated, that is, ΥpLHq and its complementary subtree Υ
`
LH
˘
“ ΥpLA Y
LB Y LABq are co-rooted.
ΥBôΥH: The partition subtree ΥpLB Y LHq, in which the subtree ΥpLBq is separated from ΥpLHq.
ΥAôΥ: The subtree ΥpLAq is isolated, that is, ΥpLAq is separated from its complementary subtree ΥpLAq “
ΥpLB Y LAB Y LHq.
A$ΥH: The extended subtree Υ
`pLHq has an A-mate.
–` ❛Υ : The tree obtained by pruning from TR˝ a clean short leaf-branch.
ΥA ’ –` ❛Υ : The subtree ΥpLAq is non-isolated in a –` ❛Υ .
The relations above can be applied to non-canonical subtrees:
pΥA`ΥBq’Υ , ΥH’pΥAôΥBq , pΥAB ’ΥBqôΥA ,
`
ΥAB`ΥH
˘
ôΥ , A$
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
, A$
`
ΥB ’ΥH
˘
Logical operators
And: ^ ; Or: _ ; Absence of given properties:❳❳❳A$ΥB , ❩- ❛Υ
2Identifiers of the optimal covers
I, II: Basic optimal covers
M: Tag mate
S: Short path (usually covering a solo leaf)
nR: Not reducible
≫: Further reduction is possible for this type of topology
W: Worst case
Optimal covers are described by the following notation, presented here with the help of examples.
Descriptions of optimal covers
✐A : A short path (whose cost is one) covering an A-leaf.
ΥAB

ΥAB: A covering in-traversal using two AB-leaves that have not been covered before. The dot on top
indicates that the cost of this traversal is one.
ΥH
 
ΥAB: A covering out-traversal using one H- and one AB-leaf that have not been covered before. The
dots on top indicate that the cost of this traversal is two.
ΥA

pΥABq: The parentheses around the subtree indicate that the respective leaf has already been covered
previously.
ΥAB

A: A semi-traversal (of cost one) using an AB-leaf with an internal node that is an A-mate. The specific
(extended) subtree that contains the A-mate is given in the topology description.
| 2: The cost of the cover is given to the right of the vertical bar.
Y (2,2,2,1): The optimal cover in this case consists of the given in-traversal plus the cost of the optimal cover
of the appropriate topology of the reduced leaf composition (2,2,2,1).
| `1: A “+” means that the cost has to be added to that of the reduced leaf composition.
For each leaf composition and topology we describe one optimal cover, even though other optimal covers may
also exist.
Enumeration of residual leaf compositions of Group 1
Residual leaf compositions with exactly two non-empty canonical subtrees that do not share a tag, defined by
Reduction Bound 1. This includes 11 leaf compositions, divided in three subgroups:
Reduction Bound 1
pℓA, ℓB, 0, 0q pℓA, 0, ℓH, 0q p0, 0, ℓH, ℓABq
p1, 1, 0, 0q p2, 1, 0, 0q p1, 0, 1, 0q p2, 0, 1, 0q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 2, 1q
p2, 2, 0, 0q p1, 0, 2, 0q p2, 0, 2, 0q p0, 0, 1, 2q p0, 0, 2, 2q
Residual leaf compositions of subgroup pℓA, ℓB, 0, 0q
p1, 1, 0, 0q
any topology I ΥA
 
ΥB 2
p2, 1, 0, 0q
Υ’ S ✐B , ΥA

ΥA 2
else B$ΥA M ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

B 2
else W ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
pΥAq 3
3p2, 2, 0, 0q
Υ’ I ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB 2
short bad link S ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , bad link cut 3
else A$ΥB Ma ΥA

ΥA , pΥAq

A , ΥB

ΥB 3
B$ΥA Mb ΥA

ΥA , pΥBq

B , ΥB

ΥB 3
else W 2ˆΥA
 
ΥB 4
Residual leaf compositions of subgroup pℓA, 0, ℓH, 0q
p1, 0, 1, 0q
any topology I ΥA
 
ΥH 2
p1, 0, 2, 0q
- ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA 3
else Υ’ Sa ✐A , ΥH
 
ΥH 3
A$ΥH M ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

A 3
else W ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥH
 
pΥAq 4
p2, 0, 1, 0q
Υ’ S ✐, ΥA

ΥA 2
else W ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

pΥAq 3
p2, 0, 2, 0q
Υ’ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA 3
else W 2ˆΥH
 
ΥA 4
Residual leaf compositions of subgroup p0, 0, ℓH, ℓABq
p0, 0, 1, 1q
any topology I ΥH
 
ΥAB 2
p0, 0, 1, 2q
Υ’ S ✐, ΥAB

ΥAB 2
else W ΥH
 
ΥAB , ΥAB

pΥABq 3
p0, 0, 2, 1q
- ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥAB 3
else Υ’ Sa ✐AB , ΥH
 
ΥH 3
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥAB

A 3
B$ΥH Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥAB

B 3
else W ΥH
 
ΥAB , ΥH
 
pΥABq 4
p0, 0, 2, 2q
Υ’ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥAB

ΥAB 3
else W 2ˆΥH
 
ΥAB 4
4Enumeration of residual leaf compositions of Group 2
Residual leaf compositions with exactly three non-empty canonical subtrees. This includes 25 leaf compositions,
divided in three subgroups:
Reduction Bound 2
Case 1 Case 2
p1, 1, ℓH, 0q p2, 1, ℓH, 0q p2, 2, ℓH, 0q
p1, 1, 1, 0q p2, 1, 1, 0q p2, 2, 1, 0q
p1, 1, 2, 0q p2, 1, 2, 0q p2, 2, 2, 0q
p1, 1, 3, 0q
Reduction Bound 3
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
p1, 1, 0, ℓABq p2, 1, 0, ℓABq p2, 2, 0, ℓABq
p1, 1, 0, 1q p2, 1, 0, 1q p2, 2, 0, 1q
p1, 1, 0, 2q p2, 1, 0, 2q p2, 2, 0, 2q
p2, 1, 0, 3q p2, 2, 0, 3q
p2, 2, 0, 4q
Reduction Bound 4
Case 1 Case 2
p1, 0, 1, ℓABq p1, 0, 2, ℓABq p2, 0, 1, ℓABq p2, 0, 2, ℓABq
p1, 0, 1, 1q p1, 0, 2, 1q p2, 0, 1, 1q p2, 0, 2, 1q
p1, 0, 1, 2q p1, 0, 2, 2q p2, 0, 1, 2q p2, 0, 2, 2q
p2, 0, 2, 3q
Reduction Bound 2: residual leaf compositions of subgroup p1, 1, ℓH, 0q + p2, 1, ℓH, 0q + p2, 2, ℓH, 0q
p1, 1, 1, 0q
ΥH’Υ S ✐, ΥA
 
ΥB 3
else ΥA ’Υ Sa ✐A , ΥB
 
ΥH 3
ΥB ’Υ Sb
✐B , ΥA
 
ΥH 3
else A$
`
ΥBôΥH
˘
Ma ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥA

A 3
B$
`
ΥAôΥH
˘
Mb ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥB

B 3
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥB
 
` ΥH
˘
4
p1, 1, 2, 0q
any topology I ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥB 4
p1, 1, 3, 0q
- ❛Υ ^ ΥAôΥ ^ ΥBôΥ
S ✐, ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥB
 
ΥH 5
^
❤❤❤❤❤❤❤A$
`
ΥBôΥH
˘
^
❤❤❤❤❤❤❤B$
`
ΥAôΥH
˘
else ≫ ΥH
 
ΥH Y p1, 1, 1, 0q +2
p2, 1, 1, 0q
ΥA ’Υ I ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
ΥH 3
else ΥH’Υ ^ B$ΥA SM ✐, ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

B 3
else W ΥB
 
ΥA , ΥA
 
ΥH 4
p2, 1, 2, 0q
Υ’ Sb
✐B , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA 4
D –` ❛Υ ΥA ’ –` ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥB , ΥA

ΥA 4
ΥA ’Υ ΥHôΥ B$ΥH`
ΥA ’ΥH
˘
ôΥB B$
`
ΥA ’ΥH
˘
M ΥA

ΥA , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

B 4
ΥAôΥ ΥH’Υ B$ΥA
else W ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
pΥAq 5
5p2, 2, 1, 0q
Υ’ S
✐, ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB 3
ΥA ’Υ Ia ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
pΥBq 4
ΥB ’Υ Ib ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
pΥAq 4
else A$ΥB Ma ΥB

ΥB , ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥA

A 4
B$ΥA Mb ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥB

B 4
else W ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥB
 
pΥAq 5
p2, 2, 2, 0q
Υ’ I ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
ΥH 4
ΥA ’Υ IIa ΥA

ΥA , 2ˆΥB
 
ΥH 5
ΥB ’Υ IIb ΥB

ΥB , 2ˆΥA
 
ΥH 5
ΥH’Υ A$ΥB Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥB , ΥA

ΥA , pΥAq

A 5
B$ΥA Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , pΥBq

B 5
Υô A$ΥB - ❛Υ SMa ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , ΥA

A 5
A$ΥH MMa ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥB , 2ˆΥA

A 5
B$ΥA - ❛Υ SMb ✐, ΥH
 
ΥB , ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

B 5
B$ΥH MMb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , 2ˆΥB

B 5
else W ΥA
 
ΥB , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥA 6
Reduction Bound 3: residual leaf compositions of subgroup p1, 1, 0, ℓABq + p2, 1, 0, ℓABq + p2, 2, 0, ℓABq
p1, 1, 0, 1q
any topology I ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 2
p1, 1, 0, 2q
any topology I ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB 2
p2, 1, 0, 1q
ΥA ’Υ I ΥA

ΥA , ΥAB

ΥB 2
else W ΥAB

ΥA , ΥA
 
ΥB 3
p2, 1, 0, 2q
any topology I 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 3
p2, 1, 0, 3q
ΥAôΥ nR ΥB

ΥAB , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 3
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 1, 0, 1q +1
p2, 2, 0, 1q
ΥA ’Υ Ia ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 3
ΥB ’Υ Ib ΥB

ΥB , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA

pΥABq 3
else A$ΥB Ma ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥB , ΥA

A 3
B$ΥA Mb ΥB

ΥAB , ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

B 3
else W ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA
 
ΥB , ΥB

pΥABq 4
6p2, 2, 0, 2q
ΥA ’Υ Ia ΥA

ΥA , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 3
ΥB ’Υ Ib ΥB

ΥB , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 3
else W ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥB
 
ΥA 4
p2, 2, 0, 3q
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥBôΥ ^
nR 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 4❳❳❳A$ΥB ^ ❳❳❳B$ΥA
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 0, 1q +1
p2, 2, 0, 4q
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥBôΥ nR 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 4
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 0, 2q +1
Reduction Bound 4: residual leaf compositions of subgroup p1, 0, 1, ℓABq + p1, 0, 2, ℓABq + p2, 0, 1, ℓABq + p2, 0, 2, ℓABq
p1, 0, 1, 1q
ΥH’Υ S ✐, ΥA

ΥAB 2
else W ΥAB

ΥA , ΥH
 
pΥAq 3
p1, 0, 1, 2q
any topology I ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB
 
ΥH 3
p1, 0, 2, 1q
ΥH’Υ I ΥA

ΥAB , ΥH
 
ΥH 3
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥAB 4
p1, 0, 2, 2q
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

pΥAq 4
else - ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥA 4
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

A 4
B$ΥH Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

B 4
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥAB , ΥAB

pΥAq 5
p2, 0, 1, 1q
any topology I ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB 3
p2, 0, 1, 2q
ΥH’Υ S ✐, 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 3
else W 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥH
 
pΥABq 4
7p2, 0, 2, 1q
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA

pΥABq 4
else - ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB 4
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥAB

ΥA , ΥA

A 4
B$ΥH ^ ΥA ’Υ Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , ΥAB

B 4
else W ΥAB
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

pΥABq 5
p2, 0, 2, 2q
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 4
else W ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥA 5
p2, 0, 2, 3q
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥHôΥ ^ B$ΥH
M ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

B 5^ ❳❳❳A$ΥH ^ ❩- ❛Υ
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 0, 2, 1q +1
Enumeration of residual leaf compositions of Group 3
Residual leaf compositions with four non-empty canonical subtrees. This includes 20 leaf compositions:
Reduction Bound 5
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
p1, 1, 1, ℓABq p1, 1, 2, ℓABq p2, 1, 1, ℓABq p2, 1, 2, ℓABq p2, 2, 1, ℓABq p2, 2, 2, ℓABq
(1,1,1,1) (1,1,2,1) (2,1,1,1) (2,1,2,1) (2,2,1,1) (2,2,2,1)
(1,1,1,2) (1,1,2,2) (2,1,1,2) (2,1,2,2) (2,2,1,2) (2,2,2,2)
(1,1,2,3) (2,1,1,3) (2,1,2,3) (2,2,1,3) (2,2,2,3)
(2,1,2,4) (2,2,1,4) (2,2,2,4)
(1,1,1,1)
pΥA`ΥABq’
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
Ia ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB
 
ΥH 3
pΥB`ΥABq’
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
(else) Ib ΥB

ΥAB , ΥA
 
ΥH 3
(1,1,1,2)
ΥH’Υ S ✐, ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB 3
else W ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥH
 
pΥABq 4
(1,1,2,1)
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 4
else
`
ΥAôΥH
˘
’pΥB`ΥABq - ❛Υ S1 ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥB

ΥAB 4
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥA

A 4`
ΥBôΥH
˘
’pΥA`ΥABq - ❛Υ S2 ✐, ΥH
 
ΥB , ΥA

ΥAB 4
B$ΥH Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

B 4
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥB , ΥAB

pΥAq 5
(1,1,2,2)
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB 4
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB 5
8(1,1,2,3)`
ΥHôΥA
˘
ôΥ ^ A$ΥH ^ ❳❳❳B$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH ,ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥAB

A 5`
ΥHôΥB
˘
ôΥ ^ B$ΥH ^
❳❳❳A$ΥH Mb ΥH
 
ΥH ,ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥAB

B 5
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p1, 1, 2, 1q +1
(2,1,1,1)
ΥH’Υ ^ ΥA ’Υ ^
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
’Υ S ✐, ΥA

ΥA , ΥAB

ΥB 3
else W ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 4
(2,1,1,2)
any topology I ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥA
 
ΥH 4
(2,1,1,3)
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥH’Υ
S ✐, 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB 4`
ΥA ’ΥH
˘
ôΥ
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 1, 1, 1q +1
(2,1,2,1)
ΥH’Υ ^ ΥA ’Υ ^
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , ΥAB

ΥB 4
else W ΥAB

ΥA , ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
ΥB 5
(2,1,2,2)
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 5
else - ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB 5
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥA

A 5
B$ΥH ^ ΥA ’Υ Mb1 ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥAB

B 5
B$ΥH ^
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
’Υ Mb2 ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

B 5
else W 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥH
 
pΥAq 6
(2,1,2,3)
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥH’Υ
I ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB 5`
ΥA ’ΥH
˘
ôΥ
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 1, 2, 1q +1
(2,1,2,4)
ΥHôΥ ^ ΥAôΥ
^
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
ôΥ ^ ❩- ❛Υ M ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥAB

B 6
^ ❳❳❳A$ΥH ^ B$ΥH
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 1, 2, 2q +1
9(2,2,1,1)
ΥA ’Υ Ia ΥA

ΥA , ΥH
 
ΥB , ΥB

ΥAB 4
ΥB ’Υ Ib ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB 4
ΥH’Υ A$ΥB SMa ✐, ΥAB

ΥA , ΥB

ΥB , ΥA

A 4
B$ΥA SMb ✐, ΥAB

ΥB , ΥA

ΥA , ΥB

B 4
else W ΥAB

ΥA , ΥA
 
ΥB , ΥB
 
ΥH 5
(2,2,1,2)
ΥH’Υ ΥA ’Υ ^
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
’Υ S1 ✐, ΥA

ΥA , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 4
ΥB ’Υ ^
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
’Υ S2 ✐, ΥB

ΥB , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 4
else W ΥH
 
ΥA , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB , ΥA

pΥABq 5
(2,2,1,3)
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥBôΥ
ΥHôΥ
nR 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥB
 
ΥH 5ΥH’Υ ^
❳❳❳A$ΥB ^ ❳❳❳B$ΥA
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 1, 1q +1
(2,2,1,4)
ΥH’Υ ^
{ ΥAôΥ _
`
ΥA’ΥH
˘
ôΥ } ^
S ✐, 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 5
{ ΥBôΥ _
`
ΥB ’ΥH
˘
ôΥ }
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 1, 2q +1
(2,2,2,1)
D –` ❛Υ ΥA ’ –` ❛Υ S1 ✐, ΥA

ΥA , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥAB 5
ΥB ’ –` ❛Υ S2 ✐, ΥB

ΥB , ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB 5
ΥA ’Υ ΥH’Υ ^
`
ΥA ’ΥH
˘
’Υ Ia ΥA

ΥA , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 5
B$ΥH Mb
ΥA

ΥA , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

B 5
ΥH’Υ B$ΥA Mb
A$ΥB Ma
ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA

A 5
ΥB ’Υ A$ΥH Ma
ΥH’Υ ^
`
ΥB ’ΥH
˘
’Υ Ib ΥB

ΥB , ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA

pΥABq 5
else W ΥA
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥB
 
ΥH , ΥB

pΥABq 6
(2,2,2,2)
ΥH’Υ ΥA’Υ ^
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
’Υ Ia ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥA

ΥA , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 5
ΥB ’Υ ^
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
’Υ Ib ΥH
 
ΥH , ΥB

ΥB , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB 5
else W ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥAB

ΥB , ΥB
 
ΥH 6
10
(2,2,2,3)
{ ΥAôΥ _
`
ΥA`ΥH
˘
ôΥ } ^
{ ΥBôΥ _
`
ΥB`ΥH
˘
ôΥ }
ΥH’Υ I ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

pΥABq 6
- ❛Υ S ✐, ΥH
 
ΥA , ΥA

ΥAB , 2ˆΥAB

ΥB 6
ΥAôΥ ^ ΥBôΥ ^ ΥHôΥ
A$ΥH Ma ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB , ΥA

ΥAB , ΥA

A 6
B$ΥH Mb ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , ΥB

ΥAB , ΥB

B 6
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 2, 1q +1
(2,2,2,4)
ΥH’Υ ^
{ ΥAôΥ _
`
ΥA’ΥH
˘
ôΥ } ^
I ΥH
 
ΥH , 2ˆΥA

ΥAB , 2ˆΥB

ΥAB 6
{ ΥBôΥ _
`
ΥB ’ΥH
˘
ôΥ }
else ≫ ΥAB

ΥAB Y p2, 2, 2, 2q +1
Non-reducible topologies of leaf composition p2, 2, 2, 3q
(i) ΥpLHq non-isolated
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③❥
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥c2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
❩❩
❛❛❛
③
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
③❥AB
x3
τ˚“6
c1
 
c2, a1

x1, a2

x2,
b1

x3, b2

x3
(ii) ΥpLA Y LHq isolated and solo leaf
③❥
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③❥
③❥
③❥
c
③❥
s
✑
✑
◗
◗
③❥
③❥
❩❩
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
③❥AB
x3
τ˚“6

s, c
 
a1 , a2

x3 ,
b1

x1, b2

x2
(iii) tag mate at Υ p`LHq
③❥
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥B m
✚✚
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
③❥AB
x3
τ˚“6
c1
 
c2, a1

x1 , a2

x2 ,
b1

x3, b2

m
Fig. 12. All non-reducible topologies of leaf composition (2,2,2,3) have a bad link between ΥpLABq and ΥpLAq and a
bad link between ΥpLABq and ΥpLBq. A symmetric case of (iii) is omitted.
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Topologies of leaf composition p2, 2, 2, 3q reducible to p2, 2, 2, 1q
(i) ΥpLAq non-isolated and solo leaf
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥
c
③❥
s
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥a2A
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
❩❩
❛❛❛
③
③❥AB
x
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
τ˚“6
x1

x2 + residual:
Ñ
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥
c
③❥
s
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥A
a2
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥AB
x
τ˚“5

s, a1

a2, b1
 
c, b2

x
(ii) ΥpLAq and ΥpLHq non-isolated
✑
✑
◗
◗
③❥
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥
③❥B
b1
③❥
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥A
a2
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥
③❥AB
x
③❥
③❥AB
x1
③❥
③❥AB
x2
τ˚“6
x1

x2 + residual:
Ñ
✑
✑
◗
◗
③❥
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥
③❥B
b1
③❥
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥A
a2
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
③❥
③❥AB
x
τ˚“5
a1

a2, c1
 
c2, b1

x, b2

x
(iii) ΥpLAq non-isolated and B-mate at Υ p`LHq
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥B
m
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥a2A
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
❩❩
❛❛❛
③
③❥AB
x
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
τ˚“6
x1

x2 + residual:
Ñ
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥B
m
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥A
a1
③❥
③❥A
a2
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥AB
x
τ˚“5
a1

a2 , c1
 
c2, b1

x, b2

m
(iv) ΥpLHq non-isolated and B-mate at Υ p`LAq
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥B
m
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥c2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
❩❩
❛❛❛
③
③❥AB
x
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
τ˚“6
x1

x2 + residual:
Ñ
✏✏✏✏
✧
✧
❜
❜
PPPP
③
③❥B
m
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
✁✁ ❆❆
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥AB
x
τ˚“5
a1

a2 , c1
 
c2, b1

x, b2

m
(v) all canonical subtrees isolated, no solo leaf, no tag mate at Υ p`LHq
③
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
✚✚ ❩❩
③
③❥AB
x
③❥AB
x1
③❥AB
x2
τ˚“7
x1

x2 + residual:
Ñ
③
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥A
a1
③❥A
a2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥
③❥
c1
③❥
③❥
c2
③❥
✚✚
③
③❥B
b1
③❥B
b2
③❥
③❥AB
x
τ˚“6
a1
 
c1, a2

x, b1
 
c2, b2

x
Fig. 13. There are five reducible topologies of leaf composition (2,2,2,3). Symmetric cases of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are
omitted.
